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Abstract
The wealth of opportunities associated with the terahertz (THz) region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum have only recently, thanks to advances in technology, begun to be fully
recognised and exploited. The advent of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)
has led to a wide spectrum of research, spanning chemical, biological and physical sys-
tems. However, the relative immaturity of THz techniques results in a variety of inherent
problems which limit the potential applications. With an equality existing between the
wavelength of THz radiation, and the length scales associated with modern microfabri-
cation techniques, such technology can be exploited to facilitate in finding solutions to
these problems.
This thesis seeks to address one of these problems, namely the strong absorptions
associated with liquid water in the THz region. A simple design idea, that if the optical
path length through a fluidic sample were reduced, strong signals could be detected after
direct transmission, resulted in a micromachined fluidic cell being devised. The design,
fabrication and testing of a microfluidic device inherently transparent to THz radiation, and
designed for use in a standard THz-TDS arrangement, is presented. A range of samples,
including primary alcohol-water mixtures, commercial whiskies and organic materials are
analysed, which, when used in conjunction with data extraction algorithms, allows for
accurate dielectric information to be yielded.
Further exploitation of micromachining techniques are presented, where a variety of
structures, seeking to initiate and utilise a class of surface electromagnetic wave known as
surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), are realised. By flanking a single sub-wavelength aper-
ture with sub-wavelength periodic corrugations, extraordinary optical transmission (EOT)
can be observed. This technique allows smaller apertures to be used for THz near-field
imaging applications, with a view to increase spatial resolution. The first demonstration
of THz near-field imaging using sub-wavelength plasmonic apertures in conjunction with
a THz quantum cascade laser source, is presented.
Detailed investigations into EOT for the case of two-dimensional, sub-wavelength aper-
ture arrays are documented. A qualitative time-of-flight model describing the transmission
properties of these structures is presented, resulting from systematic investigations into a
variety of geometrical effects. This model has allowed sharp resonances to be engineered
in the frequency domain. A hybrid device featuring a combination of sub-wavelength pe-
riodic apertures and corrugations is also investigated. Such a structure is not known to
have been described previously in the literature, either in the optical or THz domains. The
device demonstrates unparallelled transmission efficiencies, termed ‘super’ EOT.
Finally, a device combining the microfluidic technology with the highly resonant SPP
structures is presented. This device seeks to exploit the innate dependence of SPPs
to a metal-dielectric interface, for use as a sensor. By introducing a range of fluids
into the device, the change in the metal-dielectric interface induced a change in the
frequency response of the resonant structure. The magnitude of the observed frequency
shift can be related back to the dielectric properties of the fluid. This result displays
how microfabrication techniques can be successfully exploited to create devices for THz
applications, seeking to provide solutions to the inherent problems associated with this
part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Terahertz (THz) radiation is situated between the electrical and optical realms of the
electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. Typically taken to reside between 300 GHz and 10 THz,
the so called ‘THz gap’ has remained relatively unexplored compared to its microwave and
infrared counterparts, largely due to a lack of coherent sources [1].
Figure 1.1: The electromagnetic spectrum, highlighting the THz region and the structural
modes associated with this frequency range.
Recent years have seen an explosion of interest in the THz region, where academia
and industry alike, seek to harness the innate properties of this non-ionising radiation.
1
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The low photon energies associated with THz radiation (1 THz ≡ 4.1 meV) correspond
to the thermal energy associated with a range of biological processes, providing a direct
probe to explore a range of complex mechanisms, including conformational changes in
protein structures [2, 3]. THz radiation has been employed to interrogate the intra- and
inter-molecular vibrational dynamics of a variety of structures including DNA [4,5], chiral
compounds [6], saccharides [7] and protein hydration shells [8–12].
The advent of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [13–15] enabled the
generation and detection of single cycle THz pulses, providing a broadband, albeit low
intensity, THz source. THz-TDS has been used extensively as an aid to investigate
the hydration dynamics and structure of liquid water and polar solvents [16–28], whilst
characteristic THz ‘fingerprints’ have been used to identify illicit drugs and explosives
[29, 30] for security applications. By utilising the ‘radar-like’ [31] temporal domain of
THz-TDS, a range of non-destructive testing applications have been explored, including
artwork [32], aircraft composites [33] as well as potential biomedical applications [34].
Besides the vast amount of chemical, biological and materials research conducted using
terahertz radiation, recent years have seen rising interest in a classification of EM surface
wave known as surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). SPPs exist at the interface between
a metal and a dielectric, and have been studied in great depth since the 1970’s [35, 36].
Interest in SPPs remained steady, until the (re)discovery of extraordinary optical trans-
mission (EOT) in 1998 [37] sparked a renewed interest in the topic. Recent theoretical
work investigating the properties of materials decorated with sub-wavelength features [38]
predicts the existence of ‘spoof’ SPPs, providing vast possibilities, especially in the THz
region. As clean room microfabrication techniques allow structures to be fabricated with
dimensions commensurate with the wavelength scales of THz radiation (1 THz ≡ 300
µm) with relative ease, a great deal of this interest has focussed on the THz region. By
combining existing microfabrication techniques with advancing THz technologies, SPPs
have been observed, probed and exploited at THz frequencies [39, 40]. A variety of po-
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tential applications have been demonstrated, including biological [41] and dielectric film
sensing [42], guiding of THz radiation [43] and as an aid for THz imaging [44]. Whilst
the underlying physics surrounding THz SPPs is still contested in the literature, the true
potential of this relatively immature technology has yet to be fully realised.
1.1 Structure of this Thesis
The work presented in this thesis utilises existing microfabrication techniques to provide
engineering solutions to problems associated with THz applications. Chapter 2 provides
an introduction to coherent terahertz sources and detectors, focussing on the THz-TDS
technique employed for the majority of THz studies documented in this thesis. Data
extraction techniques are also detailed, demonstrating how dielectric information can be
extracted from the time-domain pulses obtained using THz-TDS.
Chapter 3 documents the design, fabrication and testing of a microfluidic device for
use in a THz-TDS arrangement. This device seeks to provide a direct solution to the
strong water absorptions experienced when analysing aqueous samples in the THz region.
A range of samples were analysed, including primary alcohol-water mixtures, commercial
whiskies and aqueous biological solutions.
A background to the underlying physics surrounding surface plasmons is presented in
chapter 4. This begins with an introduction to optical plasmons, and progresses to discuss
the nature of both ‘spoof’ and THz frequency plasmons. The detailed analysis seeks
to provide clarity to otherwise incoherent literature, where boundaries between ‘spoof’
and ‘real’ plasmons, and ‘metamaterial’ and ‘sub-wavelength structured materials’, are
currently lacking. The phenomenon of extraordinary optical transmission through two-
dimensional arrays of sub-wavelength apertures is analysed in detail, concluding with a
literature review of THz studies investigating this effect.
Chapter 5 documents the design and fabrication of plasmonic apertures for use in THz
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near-field imaging. These structures exploit surface plasmons, using them to increase
transmission through sub-wavelength apertures. This technique ultimately allows the use
of smaller apertures, increasing spatial resolution for THz imaging applications. The
first demonstration of THz imaging using a quantum cascade laser (QCL) source and
a plasmonic aperture is presented, where an inhomogeneous mixture of an amorphous
pharmaceutical polymer coating and a crystalline drug material was imaged.
Systematic investigations into EOT forms the basis of chapter 6. A novel microfab-
rication method using electroformed copper, enabled bulk fabrication of two-dimensional
sub-wavelength aperture arrays. The free standing nature of the array produced dramat-
ically improved transmission efficiencies. An investigation into the combined effects of
changing aperture area, length, width, aspect ratio and orientation, led to the develop-
ment of a time-of-flight model to describe the transmission properties of these structures.
This qualitative model ultimately allows sharp resonances to be engineered in the fre-
quency domain for sensor applications. A ‘hybrid’ plasmonic device is also presented,
demonstrating exceptionally high transmission efficiencies.
Chapter 7 draws together the work presented in chapters 3 and 6. The design, fabrica-
tion and demonstration of a microfluidic device featuring an embedded plasmonic sensor
is documented. Two potential design avenues are presented, with the chosen device fea-
turing a suspended copper aperture array embedded within a silicon cavity. A proof of
principle experiment investigating IPA-H2O mixtures demonstrates the sensitivity of the
device.
The thesis is concluded in chapter 8, where a variety of suggestions for future research
directions are proposed.
Chapter 2
Background Theory and Experimental
Methods
The majority of the experiments presented in this thesis have been conducted using a tera-
hertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) arrangement. Since the first demonstration
of the technique for experimental measurements in 1989 [45], THz-TDS has become com-
monplace in laboratories around the world, both as an objective of research for continued
system development, and as a characterisation tool for the terahertz region. This chapter
will give an introduction to THz-TDS, detailing the background physics surrounding its
operation. The following section will present the variety of techniques commonly used to
both generate, and detect terahertz radiation. An overview of the THz-TDS system at
Durham University will be given, followed by an account of the continued system devel-
opment undertaken as part of this PhD. The final section of this chapter documents the
data extraction techniques adopted in this thesis, where a Nelder-Mead search algorithm
has been implemented for reliable and accurate extraction of dielectric information.
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2.1 Terahertz Sources
The apparent ‘terahertz gap’ which exists between the electrical and optical realms of
the electromagnetic spectrum has, in recent years, been bridged by the development of
a variety of novel sources [1]. Approaching the problem from an electrical perspective
has led to continued development of Gunn [46] and Schottky diodes [47], which when
used in conjunction with multiplier devices, provide a reasonable source of terahertz radi-
ation. Conversely, by approaching the ‘gap’ from the optical region, terahertz quantum
cascade lasers (THz QCL), which provide a high power, spectrally pure terahertz beam,
have been developed [48]. QCLs exploit molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques to
create periodic semiconductor quantum structures, in which population inversions can be
engineered between sub-bands. After undergoing a successful intersub-band transition
(leading to photon emission), the electrons tunnel through to the next period, where the
same process is repeated. Cryogenic temperatures are inevitably required to ensure the
intersub-band transitions are not overwhelmed by interband transitions, which are readily
excited at room temperatures. Current research looks to lower the output frequency [49]
and increase the operating temperatures of these devices [50], whilst others have sought
to fabricate two colour sources [51].
Further terahertz sources include free electron lasers, which produce extremely high
power THz output from synchrotron beams. Molecular gas lasers (e.g. CO2 lasers)
operate at the high frequency end of the terahertz window [52] (≈ 28 THz), whilst
backward wave oscillators are reliable sources for imaging at the lower end of the region [53,
54]. One final class of terahertz source utilise opto-electronic effects. Numerous sources
utilise non-linear frequency mixing, which relies on optical rectification. Photoconductive
sources, the emitters commonly used for THz-TDS, will be discussed in the following
section.
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2.1.1 Photoconductive Antennas
Photoconductive antennas, which rely on the optical excitation of semiconductor sources
to produce a pulse of EM radiation, were first demonstrated by Auston et al. in 1984.
A photoconductive emitter consists of two gold electrodes evaporated on the surface of
a semiconductor substrate (typically GaAs). Electrode designs typically feature a bow-tie
arrangement (fig. 2.1) to provide field enhancements and improve emission [55].
Figure 2.1: a) Diagram of a typical photoconductive emitter. The length of the bow-tie,
l, is typically of the order of 3 mm, whilst the electrode separation, d, is of the order of
200 µm. b) Diagram of the emitter mount featuring two copper heat sinks. The red
circle corresponds to the focussed laser beam.
Ultra-fast laser pulses, whose photon energy is greater than the band-gap of the semi-
conductor, are focussed between a pair of biased electrodes, producing electron hole pairs.
The external bias field accelerates the electrons and holes towards their respective elec-
trodes, establishing a changing dipole moment, which in turn, radiates a pulse of EM
radiation. The electric field from a photoconductive antenna is proportional to the time
derivative of the photocurrent density, J, and can be described as [56]:
ETHz ∝ ∂J
∂t
(2.1)
where the photocurrent density, J, can be expressed by:
J = env (2.2)
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where e is the carrier charge, n is the carrier density and v is the relative velocity between
the electrons and holes. The electric field of the radiated pulse can be described by the
following relationship [56]:
ETHz ∝ en∂v
∂t
+ ev
∂n
∂t
(2.3)
The first term on the right hand side of equation 2.3 demonstrates how the emitted
radiation is proportional to the acceleration of the charge carriers under the bias field,
whilst the second term demonstrates a proportionality to the change in carrier density.
Ultra-short laser pulses ensure a rapid change in carrier density, whilst large bias fields
between the electrodes, combined with high carrier mobilities, ensure fast carrier accel-
eration. Low-temperature gallium arsenide (LT-GaAs) substrates are often favoured for
terahertz emitters due to the relatively high electron mobilities, high resistivity (allowing
greater bias voltages) and very short carrier lifetimes (improving the bandwidth of the
emission) [57].
As the electric field of the terahertz pulse is proportional to the first derivative of the
photocurrent, it features both positive and negative half cycles. The first, positive half
cycle is extremely fast (< 1 ps) due to the rapid increase in the photocurrent associated
with the ultrafast laser pulse. The second half cycle, however, is often much slower due
to carrier recombination and ‘screening’ of the bias field due to the uneven distribution of
charge carriers. THz radiation is emitted in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the
semiconductor. The radiation which passes through the substrate is undoubtedly attenu-
ated, limiting the achievable bandwidth, however the much simpler optical arrangements
associated with such emission are often preferred. Higher bandwidths can be achieved by
collecting the emission from the front face of the substrate. Although a reliable source of
terahertz radiation, the typical average powers produced by photoconductive sources are
in the order of µW [58]. The use of coherent detection techniques, in combination with
lock-in detection methods ensures exceptional signal-to-noise ratios can be achieved with
these relatively inefficient sources (e.g. 600:1 in Durham THz-TDS arrangement).
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2.2 Terahertz Detectors
Terahertz radiation is currently much easier to detect than it is to generate in a useful
form. Detection can be distilled into two main categories - incoherent and coherent.
Incoherent detectors measure the heating effects of the incident radiation. Whilst no
phase information can be obtained by such techniques, a measure of the total radiation
intensity can be acquired. Typical examples of incoherent thermal detectors are bolometers
and Golay cells. Golay cells rely on the expansion of xenon gas due to heating by the
incident radiation. The expansion causes a deflection in a diaphragm, the magnitude of
which can be measured by either a strain gauge, or via a light sensitive detector, aligned
to measure the change in reflection of an internal light source incident on the diaphragm.
Cryogenic temperatures are required to use bolometers for detecting terahertz radiation.
Bolometers consist of an absorbing material in thermal contact with a heat sink; impinging
radiation raises the temperature of the absorber relative to the heat sink. The temperature
difference is then measured using a thermocouple.
Coherent detectors take the form of either photoconductive antennas or electro-optic
crystals. Photoconductive detectors work on an inverse principle to the emitters presented
in section 2.1.1. Electron-hole pairs are excited in the same manner, and are subsequently
accelerated between two unbiased electrodes by the electric field of the incident terahertz
radiation. The resultant electric field established between the two electrodes can then be
measured, giving a direct measurement of the instantaneous amplitude of the terahertz
signal. The time-domain measurement technique described in section 2.3, details how
this amplitude can be sampled in time. Detection, in a similar way to emission, relies on
the properties of the semiconductor substrate, specifically the charge carrier density, the
recombination lifetime of the carriers and the amplitude of the incident terahertz field.
Often, slightly broader temporal pulses are detected using photoconductive detectors due
to the finite carrier lifetimes, leading to the loss of higher frequency components [59].
However, frequencies in excess of 20 THz have been detected using LT-GaAs detectors
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[60]. A combination of photoconductive emission and electro-optic detection is used for
the THz-TDS arrangement in Durham.
2.2.1 Electro-optic Detection
The Pockels effect is a linear electro-optic effect, where birefringence is induced in an
optical medium by the application of an external electric field. The magnitude of the
observed birefringence is directly proportional to the incident electric field. Birefringence
occurs in anisotropic crystalline materials, affecting the speed at which orthogonal po-
larisations traverse the crystal. For light incident perpendicular to both the optical axis
and the crystal face, orthogonal polarisations will experience unequal indices of refraction,
causing a retardation of one polarisation with respect to the other. Each polarisation in-
evitably emerges at different times, incurring a phase difference, the magnitude of which
depends on the crystal thickness and the wavelength of the incident radiation. Quarter
wave plates are based on this principle, where a pi/2 phase shift is introduced, changing
the polarisation of a beam from plane to circular.
For the case of terahertz detection, ZnTe is most commonly used as an electro-optic
crystal. A probe laser beam passes through a ZnTe crystal, a quarter wave plate and
finally through a Wollaston prism. The quarter wave plate changes the laser beam from
plane polarised to circularly polarised, whilst the Wollaston prism separates the orthogonal
polarisation states, which are subsequently focussed onto a pair of balanced photodiodes.
With no incident terahertz field, the plane polarised laser beam passes through the crystal
unaffected. The circularly polarised beam which exits the quarter wave plate is split into
two equal orthogonal components by the Wollaston prism, leading to a zero reading on
the balanced detector. When a terahertz field is incident upon the crystal however, the
crystal exhibits birefringence, leading to an elliptically polarised beam exiting the crystal.
The plane of polarisation of the beam is altered by the quarter wave plate, though the
elliptical nature still remains. The Wollaston prism splits the orthogonal polarisation states,
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creating two beams of unequal intensities. This creates an inbalance between the pair of
photodiodes, allowing a current to be detected.
As the length of the terahertz pulse is much greater than that of the probe laser
beam, the detected current serves as an instantaneous direct measurement of the re-
fractive index of the ZnTe crystal. The measurement of the refractive index is a direct,
instantaneous effect of the birefringence of the crystal. Furthermore, as the birefringence
is a consequence of the Pockels effect, it is directly proportional to the incident electric
field. Thus, the current measured between the photodiodes is directly proportional to the
instantaneous electric field of the incident terahertz pulse. By gating the delay of the
probe beam with respect to the terahertz beam, one can map the electric field of the
incident terahertz pulse as a function of time.
2.3 THz Time-Domain Spectroscopy
Pioneered by Daniel Grischkowsky and co-workers in the late 1980s, terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy has rapidly become a valuable analysis tool in both chemistry and physics
laboratories. The time-domain nature of the technique allows terahertz frequency inter-
actions to be probed on a picosecond timescale. The combination of the spectroscopic
information with the temporal nature of the measurements, provides an extremely pow-
erful technique, suited to both academic research and non-destructive industrial testing
alike. The nature of the technique utilises a femtosecond (fs) laser pulse for both genera-
tion and detection of the terahertz radiation. Generation and detection is achieved using
either photoconductive devices, or electro-optic crystals as described above.
The technique relies upon two optical paths, the pump and the probe, split from
the same fs laser source. The pump beam is used to generate the free space terahertz
radiation, which is collimated and focussed using a series of off-axis parabolic mirrors. The
beam is transmitted through, or reflected off a sample of interest, after which the beam
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is re-collimated and focussed onto the detector. The probe beam is co-focussed onto
the detector, and, in the case of electro-optic detection, onto the balanced photodiodes.
Fundamentally, the technique hinges upon the relative path lengths of the pump and the
probe beams. When the path lengths are equal, only terahertz pulses created by the same
part of the laser beam as that incident on the detector can be detected. By inserting an
automated translation stage in either beam arm, one beam can be delayed with respect
to the other. By scanning through the point of equal path lengths, the electric field of
the terahertz radiation can be recorded as a function of time (stage position), with a
time resolution limited by the step size of the stage. The low power of the terahertz
pulses generated using photoconductive switches requires lock-in amplification for reliable
detection. By placing either an optical chopper in the pump beam, or electrically chopping
the emitter bias, a reference frequency can be provided for the lock-in detector, vastly
increasing the signal-to-noise. Measurements are taken by firstly recording a reference
scan of free space, with no sample inserted. With the sample present, a further scan is
taken where a modified pulse will be obtained. With knowledge of how electromagnetic
radiation interacts with the sample, dielectric information can be extracted, as discussed
in section 2.4.
2.3.1 Durham THz-TDS arrangement
The THz-TDS system at Durham has been continually developed since its introduction in
2004. At the heart of the system lies a Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Inc.), with a central
wavelength of 790 nm, 45 nm bandwidth, 20 fs Gaussian pulse, 76 MHz repetition rate
and 450 mW average pulse power. Four, two-inch, 90◦ off-axis parabolics are used for
the terahertz collection optics, typically collecting the radiation emitted through the GaAs
emitter. The optical layout for the system can be seen in figure 2.2.
Over the course of this PhD, continued system development has focussed on three
main areas: improving signal-to-noise, development of rapid terahertz imaging using a fast
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Figure 2.2: Typical optical arrangement for the THz-TDS system at Durham.
optical delay line, and the design of a new dry box to aid in the removal of atmospheric
water vapour. Upon arrival, a typical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with the TDS system
was in the order of 100:1. Improving the SNR has been achieved through many small,
individual steps. Firstly, the purchase of a new balanced photo-detector (Thorlabs PDB
150A) with increased gain provided distinct benefits for signal detection. The fabrication
of emitters on a variety of GaAs samples has shown a marked increase in achievable
signal. The move away from photoconductive detectors towards electro-optic detection
provided the most dramatic increase in signal-to-noise however. Using 0.5 mm thick ZnTe
crystals, SNRs in the order of 600:1 were soon commonplace in the lab. The inclusion of
a translation stage to move the ZnTe crystal through the co-focal point of the terahertz
and NIR laser beams, further improved the system.
The design of a new acrylic dry box was paramount to achieving the quality of results
presented in section 6.4, where well defined temporal oscillations were necessary to observe
slight resonance shifts in the frequency domain. The dry box was designed such that all
the generation, collection and detection optics could be placed in the purged environment,
along with an automated X-Y sample stage. A series of ports were drilled through the box,
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whose centres aligned not only with the tracks on the optical bench, but with the height
of the laser beam also. Quartz windows could be bolted to the front of the box when ports
were to be used, whilst thin acrylic plates covered those which were not required. With
the windows aligning perfectly to the optical bench, further beams can be easily directed
into the dry box for possible optical pump, terahertz probe experiments. Whilst the size
of the dry box was on the large size, humidity readings as low as 1 % could be achieved
with less than 10 minutes of purging. A three dimensional sketch of the dry box can be
seen in figure 2.3, where the vast array of ports can be clearly seen.
Figure 2.3: Three dimensional sketch of the final drybox design.
The inclusion of a fast optical delay line in the pump beam (APE ScanDelay 50) enabled
rapid terahertz images to be acquired, in conjunction with a high precision X-Y translation
stage arrangement (Newport MFA-CC). Alignment of the delay stage in the system was
achieved via the design and fabrication of an aluminium mount which ensured the trigonal
mirror arrangement reflected a beam parallel to the optical bench. Signal acquisition
was achieved through the use of an oscilloscope (Agilent DSO 6052A) in conjunction
with a lock-in amplifier (SRS SR830DSP). After running a standard terahertz scan, the
translation stage was moved to the point of maximum signal. The fast optical delay line
would then be set to oscillate, with an amplitude and frequency governed by the module
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specific control options. By connecting the output of the lock-in to the input of the
oscilloscope, and triggering from the oscillation frequency of the shaker, terahertz pulses
could be acquired in ≈ 3 seconds, as opposed to the minutes usually required. A LabView
script was written to control and acquire data from the oscilloscope, allowing manual
entry of the shaker settings to convert the module specific frequency and amplitude units
into a ps time-domain measurement. A further LabView script was written to enable
rapid raster scanning of the X-Y stages, acquiring an oscilloscope data set at each point.
Finally, a simple MATLAB routine was written to analyse each data set, allowing 2D
intensity plots to be created, based on either pulse position or magnitude. A typical
example of a terahertz image acquired using the system can be observed in figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: The image on the left shows a photograph of a leaf with a small THz image
superimposed on top. The image on the right is a large area THz image of a different
leaf, where the vein structure can be clearly seen.
2.4 Data Extraction
When undertaking THz-TDS measurements, a waveform acquired from passing a tera-
hertz pulse through a sample of interest, is directly compared to a free space reference.
A sample waveform differs in two ways from the reference - it is shifted later in time
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due to the refractive index of the sample, whilst absorptions in the sample and Fresnel
reflections at each interface reduce its magnitude. As a single terahertz pulse contains a
broad spectrum of frequencies, a sample can be spectrally interrogated in a single scan.
The mathematical process of Fourier transforming converts the temporal waveforms into
individual frequency components, giving both amplitude and phase information. Frequency
dependent data relating to the optical properties of the sample can then be extracted for
the whole of the available spectrum. To begin the process of data extraction, we first
consider an electromagnetic plane wave of frequency ω propagating in the z direction
through a medium with complex refractive index given by nˆ = n + iκ:
E(z, t) = E0 exp
{
i(ωt +
nˆω
c
z)
}
(2.4)
where n, the real part of the refractive index, concerns the phase speed, and κ, the
extinction coefficient, is a term which indicates the absorptions incurred in the material.
This equation can be distilled into an oscillatory time dependent term, representing the
wave propagation, and an exponential decay term, representing absorption in the sample:
E(z, t) = E0(t) exp
{
i
nω
c
z
}
exp
{
−κω
c
z
}
(2.5)
where the time dependent term, E0(t) = E0 exp (iωt), represents the wave propagating in
free space before entering the absorbing medium. This equation can be equally represented
in the frequency domain, where the frequency dependent electric field for both a reference
wave (n = 1, κ = 0), and a wave passing through a medium of thickness d are given by:
Eref (ω) = E0(ω) exp
{
i
ω
c
d
}
(2.6a)
E(ω) = E0(ω) exp
{
i
n(ω)ω
c
d
}
exp
{
−κ(ω)ω
c
d
}
(2.6b)
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Equation 2.6b takes into account the absorptions incurred due to propagation through
the sample, but fails to detail any losses associated with Fresnel reflections from each
air-sample boundary. At each boundary, the fraction of the wave transmitted can be
expressed as:
T1→2 =
2n1
n1 + n2
(2.7)
For the case of a wave passing through an air-sample-air medium, two such losses, namely
Tair→sam and Tsam→air exist, giving a complete attenuation of:
Ttot =
4n(ω)
(n(ω) + 1)2
(2.8)
An equation detailing the full attenuation experienced by a plane wave propagating through
an absorbing sample of thickness d can now be given:
Esam(ω) = E0(ω)
4n(ω)
(n(ω) + 1)2
exp
{
i
n(ω)ω
c
d
}
exp
{
−κ(ω)ω
c
d
}
(2.9)
By dividing equation 2.9 by equation 2.6a, a theoretical transfer function can be derived:
Esam
Eref
=
4n(ω)
(n(ω) + 1)2
exp
{
−κ(ω)ω
c
d
}
exp
{
i
ωd
c
(n(ω)− 1)
}
≡ R + i I (2.10)
The complex phase, ϕ = arctan (I/R), and amplitude, A =
√
R2 + I2, of this ratio can
be used to calculate the frequency dependent refractive index and extinction coefficient
respectively [61]:
n(ω) = 1 +
c
ωd
ϕ (2.11a)
κ(ω) = − c
ωd
ln
(
(n(ω) + 1)2
4n(ω)
A
)
(2.11b)
Other related expressions, namely the absorption coefficient, α, and the real and imag-
inary parts of the dielectric constants, ′ and ′′, can be extracted through the following
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relations:
α(ω) =
2κ(ω)ω
c
(2.12a)
′ = n2 − κ2 (2.12b)
′′ = 2nκ (2.12c)
2.4.1 Fabry-Pérot Considerations
When dealing with multi-layered structures, the Fresnel reflections which occur at each
material boundary must be taken into account if accurate dielectric properties are to
be extracted from the time-domain data. Furthermore, when dealing with layers with
comparable dimensions to the wavelength of the radiation, the added complexity of cavity
reflections must also be accounted for. Considering the microfluidic device presented in
this thesis (chapter 3), Fabry-Pérot oscillations occur in both the cavity, and each silicon
wafer. A theoretical transfer function for a multi-layered structure will be presented below,
taking into account the Fresnel reflections at each material boundary, along with the Fabry-
Pérot oscillation in the cavity. The Fabry-Pérot effects which occur in the silicon wafers
can be ignored due to the high refractive index of silicon at terahertz frequencies (≈ 3.42)
which delays reflections sufficiently in time. Such a detailed derivation is often overlooked
in work on this subject [62], however correct transfer functions have been derived for
similar scenarios [63–65].
The derivation below will take into account the first three transmission orders, as de-
picted in figure 2.5. As an approximation, higher orders can be assumed to be extinguished
from compound Fresnel reflections at each silicon-air interface. To begin the derivation,
we consider the case of an incident terahertz pulse of amplitude Ei , propagating through
an air-filled (empty) cavity of thickness d , as would be taken for a reference measurement
when using the device:
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Figure 2.5: The first three transmission orders considered for the Fabry-Pérot term in the
data extraction.
Eref1(ω) = Eita,sitsi,ata,sitsi,a exp
(
idω
c
)
= Eit
2
a,sit
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si,a exp
(
idω
c
)
(2.13a)
Eref2(ω) = Eit
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a,sit
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si,ar
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a,si exp
(
idω
c
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exp
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2idω
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idω
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exp (iδ) (2.13b)
Eref3(ω) = Eit
2
a,sit
2
si,ar
4
a,si exp
(
idω
c
)
exp
(
2idω
c
)
exp
(
2idω
c
)
= Eit
2
a,sit
2
si,ar
4
a,si exp
(
idω
c
)
exp (2iδ) (2.13c)
Here, ta,si (=tsi,a) and ra,si represent the Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients
for radiation incident upon an air-silicon (silicon-air) boundary:
ta,si = tsi,a =
4nairnsi
(nair + nsi)2
(2.14a)
ra,si =
(
nair − nsi
nair + nsi
)2
(2.14b)
The reference transmission coefficient Eref can be calculated by summing the transmission
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orders presented in equation 2.13:
Eref (ω) = Eref1(ω) + Eref2(ω) + Eref3(ω) + . . . (2.15a)
= Eit
2
a,sit
2
si,a exp
(
idω
c
)(
1 + r 2a,si exp(iδ) + r
4
a,si exp(2iδ) + . . .
)
(2.15b)
= Eit
2
a,sit
2
si,a exp
(
idω
c
) ∞∑
k=0
(
r 2a,si exp(iδ)
)k
(2.15c)
= Eit
2
a,sit
2
si,a exp
(
idω
c
)
1
1− r 2a,si exp
(
2idω
c
) (2.15d)
where the following identity has been implemented between equations 2.15c and 2.15d:
∞∑
k=0
ar k =
a
1− r (2.16a)
⇒
∞∑
k=0
(
r 2a,si exp iδ
)k
=
1
1− r 2a,si exp iδ
(2.16b)
Similarly, an equivalent equation can be derived for the case when the cavity is filled
with a sample of refractive index n˜(ω). This changes the Fresnel equations, resulting in
tsam,si and rsam,si for the transmission and reflection coefficients respectively:
Esam(ω) = Ei ta,si tsi,samtsam,si tsi,a exp
(
i n˜sam(ω)dω
c
)
1
1− r2sam,si exp
(
2i n˜sam(ω)dω
c
) (2.17)
By dividing equation 2.17 by equation 2.15d, the theoretical transfer function is derived:
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Esam(ω)
Eref (ω)
=
Ei ta,si tsi,samtsam,si tsi,a exp
(
i n˜sam(ω)dω
c
)
1− r2sam,si exp
(
2i n˜sam(ω)dω
c
)
Ei t
2
a,si t
2
si,a exp
(
idω
c
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1− r2a,si exp
(
2idω
c
)
(2.18a)
= exp
(
i lω
c
(n˜sam(ω)− 1)
)
t2si,sam
t2a,si
1− r2a,si exp
(
2idω
c
)
1− r2sam,si exp
(
2i n˜sam(ω)dω
c
) (2.18b)
Expressing this in terms of refractive indices yields:
Esam(ω)
Eref (ω)
= exp
(
idω
c
(n˜sam(ω)− 1)
)
n˜sam(ω) (nsi + 1)
2
(n˜sam(ω) + nsi)
2
1−
(
1− nsi
nsi + 1
)2
exp
(
2idω
c
)
1−
(
n˜sam(ω)− nsi
n˜sam(ω) + nsi
)2
exp
(
2i n˜sam(ω)dω
c
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Phase term
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fresnel term
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fabry-Pérot term
(2.19)
The theoretical transfer function shown above should be used instead of equation
2.10 presented earlier, to extract refractive index or dielectric constant information as a
function of frequency. To a first approximation, the detailed transfer function in equation
2.19 acts as an acceptable data extraction technique. For more accurate values, one has
to consider the acquisition of phase through the sample. The sub-wavelength optical path
lengths encountered with the microfluidic device mean that the phase acquired as the
radiation passes through the sample is comparable to the phase change at each material
boundary. In such instances, data extraction search algorithms are required for reliable
and accurate data extraction, as detailed in the following section.
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2.4.2 Nelder-Mead Algorithm
Reliable and accurate data extraction from THz-TDS results have been presented in the
literature for a variety of samples. The work of Duvillaret et al. was the first to address
the problem, where an adaptation of a Newton-Raphson method was demonstrated for
both optically thick and thin samples [66]. This was further developed to allow for the
extraction of the sample thickness [67]. Other works on this topic have provided alternative
algorithms, for example the total variation technique [68,69], whilst others have developed
routines for specific samples, including thin metal films [70], glasses [71] and sub-100-µm
samples [72]. The removal of unwanted reflections and etalon effects in the time-domain
is also of continued interest [73].
The algorithm implemented in this thesis adopts a Nelder-Mead search approach,
initially demonstrated [74], and further developed [75] by Martin Koch and colleagues.
This technique allows for the analysis of thin, low index materials, and can be implemented
using a variety of functions in the commercial package MATLAB. The method proceeds
in the same manner as previously explained, where the ratio of the recorded reference
and sample pulses gives an experimental transfer function. Fundamentally, an accurate
value of n˜sam(ω) = nsam (ω) + iκ (ω) is extracted at each individual frequency when the
difference between the theoretical and experimental transfer functions is a minimum. A
measure of this difference is defined by the following error functions [74]:
M(ω) = |Htheory(ω)| − |Hexp(ω)| (2.20a)
A(ω) = ∠Htheory(ω)− ∠Hexp(ω) (2.20b)
Err =
∑
ω
(|M(ω)|+ |A(ω)|) (2.20c)
The error function Err is minimised with respect to nsam (ω) and κ (ω) for each
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individual frequency ω, using a Nelder-Mead search via the ‘fminsearch’ built in algorithm
in MATLAB. The implementation of the algorithm is much simpler than that demonstrated
in [74] due to the fact the thickness of our sample is measured to a high degree of accuracy
prior to the time-domain measurements. This negates the need for error bound analysis in
relation to the estimation of sample thickness from the TDS results alone. Starting points
for the search algorithm are calculated by the simple equations detailed in section 2.4.
Pairs of values of nsam (ω) and κ (ω) are then cycled through to find the minimum value
of Err at each individual frequency. Once a minimum value is arrived at, nsam (ω) and
κ (ω) can be plotted for the entire broadband spectrum interrogated with the THz-TDS
technique.
Chapter 3
A Silicon Based Microfluidic Device
This chapter will document the design, fabrication and testing of a microfluidic device for
terahertz frequencies. The use of terahertz radiation has long been hampered by strong
absorptions from polar liquid samples. The permanent dipole of water dominates, and
often masks any specific terahertz absorptions which may occur from a known molecule
in solution. In addition, the high optical density of polar liquids throughout the terahertz
regime means that with the low emitter powers used in conventional THz-TDS experi-
ments, relatively thin samples (<≈ 200 µm) almost completely absorb the incident radi-
ation. A direct solution to this problem has so far been circumvented by using reflection
optical arrangements, as opposed to transmission. Reflection arrangements suffer from
challenging optical alignment, complex mathematical analysis and weak signals. Given the
wealth of terahertz properties predicted for many biological molecules, a more practical
solution is desirable. To date, the analysis of biological samples at terahertz frequencies
has mainly focussed on dehydrated [76] or single crystal samples [77]. Given that proteins
require water to function, a device enabling the analysis of such molecules in their natural
environment would be invaluable to the THz community.
The microfluidic device provides one possible solution to the ‘water problem’ which
currently hampers the analysis of polar liquids and aqueous biological samples at terahertz
frequencies. The device is constructed solely from silicon, a material inherently transparent
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to terahertz radiation, and is designed for use in a standard THz-TDS system. The funda-
mental design characteristics of the cell focus on the importance of the knowledge of the
optical path length through a sample. The microfabrication techniques detailed in section
3.2 allow this path length to be defined to a high degree of accuracy, while the microflu-
idic design aspect keeps this path length to a minimum. The short optical path length
balances sufficient sample interaction with strong signal transmission. Section 3.3 demon-
strates the sensitivity of the device through a range of THz-TDS experiments, including
the analysis of primary alcohols, commercial whiskies, and simple biological molecules in
solution.
3.1 Microfluidics for Terahertz Frequencies
The large optical density of water and other polar liquids at terahertz frequencies has
resulted in the development of many novel devices which aim to minimise the optical path
length through the sample. Previous work on hydrated proteins [78] utilised a brass cell
with terahertz transparent quartz windows to contain samples. Here, a Teflon spacer
was used to separate the brass plates by a distance of ≈ 250 µm. This device suffers
from the fact that samples cannot be interchanged within quick succession, and the
optical path length cannot be determined to a high degree of accuracy. Other work on
proteins involved encapsulating samples in a polyethylene bag, sandwiched between two
methylpentene copolymer windows [10]. This approach is beneficial in that the distance
between the two polymer windows can be altered, thus varying the optical path length.
However, it suffers from many drawbacks including its cumbersome arrangement, multiple
surface reflections, and the difficulties associated with interchanging samples.
To solve the problems relating to the interchanging of samples highlighted above, other
groups have tried a more conventional microfluidic approach. Standard materials for mi-
crofluidic device fabrication, such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), exhibit vast terahertz
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absorptions due to their high water content, rendering them unsuitable. Low terahertz-
loss polymers such as Zeonor 1020R have been used to create suitable devices [63]. The
use of plasma polymerised tetramethyldisiloxane is another possible emerging candidate
for a polymer solution [79]; however, more detailed work still needs to be undertaken into
the terahertz absorption properties of the material. Silicon-glass microfluidic devices have
been presented in the past [80], though they are unsuitable for terahertz frequencies due
to the scattering effects induced by the glass substrate.
On first thoughts, silicon does not suggest itself as an obvious material for sole fab-
rication of microfluidic devices due to its opaque nature at optical frequencies. The well
known fact that silicon is inherently transparent to terahertz radiation has been exploited in
previous work, in which silicon plates are used to contain samples [21]; though this device
once again suffers from the fact that samples cannot be easily interchanged. Commercial
products are available [81], however the use of such products restricts the addition of any
further functionality, such as the integration of plasmonic arrays (chapter 7), antireflective
structures [82] and mixing chambers, for example. The transparent nature of the material,
combined with the wealth of micromachining techniques available for silicon, makes it an
ideal candidate to fabricate a terahertz microfluidic device, which allows samples to be
easily interchanged.
3.2 Device Design and Fabrication
After selecting silicon as the fabrication material, our initial design was determined by
two features: the interaction chamber must have a well defined, controllable depth, and
samples must be able to be pumped through the device in turn. A simple design, in-
corporating input and output capillaries connected to a main chamber was chosen. The
capillaries were kept narrow (200 µm), to allow capillary action to draw fluid in and out
of the chamber and help reduce pumping pressures. The chamber dimensions were kept
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large (1 cm2) to allow for simple alignment in the terahertz beam. It was estimated a
chamber depth in the region of 50 µm would provide a suitable optical path length to
allow for sufficient sample interaction, while still allowing a strong terahertz signal to be
detected, even with an optically dense sample. Previous reports provide calculations of
the optimum thicknesses for a variety of samples to be analysed using a transmission THz-
TDS arrangement: for water, a thickness of 130 µm at 0.5 THz is calculated, decreasing
to 100 µm at 1.0 THz [83]. This indicates that thinner samples should be used as the
frequency increases. With our broadband system, frequencies up to 3 THz are achieved,
thus justifying our 50 µm chamber depth. The fabrication of the device was carried out
in a cleanroom environment, utilising a range of standard lithographic techniques. The
following sections document the fabrication processes used at each stage in the creation
of the microfluidic device.
3.2.1 Sample Chamber
To fabricate the sample chamber, a 5 cm × 2.5 cm piece of 600 µm thick highly resistive
silicon was oxidised in a steam environment, producing a 700 nm oxide layer. The chamber
and connecting capillaries were defined in an S1813, spin coated photoresist layer (3700
rpm for 40 s, 3 s exposure, 351 developer (351, H2O: 1:3)). Initially, a buffered hydrogen
fluoride (HF) solution was used to etch the exposed oxide region ([NH4]F, HF: 4:1). This
etch had the unwanted effect of stripping the protective oxide from the reverse of the
wafer, required for protection in the subsequent silicon etch. For this reason, a reactive
ion etch (RIE) was used instead (Oxford Plasma Lab. 80, 40 mTorr, 200 W, 32 sccm
CHF3, 18 sccm Ar, 30 min, 10 ◦C table temp.). After stripping the photoresist, the bare
silicon region defining the chamber and capillaries was ready to be etched. As detailed
above, a thin uniform sample cell, with a thickness that can be defined and determined to
a high degree of accuracy is necessary if accurate optical constants are to be extracted.
Initially, a xenon difluoride (XeF2) etch was used for its highly selective etch chemistry [84].
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Analysis of the chamber after this etch showed a non-uniform etch profile, with significant
edge loading effects [85], as displayed in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: a) Surface profile of a XeF2 etched chamber acquired using a STIL surface
profiler. b) SEM image of sectioned XeF2 bonded chamber. c) Line scan of data extracted
from a) showing the non-uniformity of the etch.
For this reason, an 85 ◦C potassium hydroxide (KOH) etch was used instead, producing
a flat, uniform chamber with a surface roughness of the order of 1 µm over the 1 cm2
area (fig. 3.2). With a typical etch rate of 1 µm/min, the chamber could be etched to
the desired depth with relative ease.
3.2.2 Fluidic Ports
Having created a uniform chamber, fluidic access ports had to be created to enable samples
to be pumped through the device. After growing a further 700 nm protective oxide layer,
a thicker photoresist, AZ4562, was spin coated (3700 rpm for 40s) on the unpolished side
of the wafer. Circular input ports were defined using double-sided lithographic alignment
techniques which, once etched, would allow access to the previously etched capillaries (18
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Figure 3.2: a) Surface profile of KOH etched chamber acquired using a STIL surface
profiler. b) Line scan of data extracted from a) showing the uniform chamber produced
by this method.
s exposure, 351 developer (351, H2O: 1:3)). RIE was used to clear the exposed oxide
regions as before. XeF2 was used to etch the ports, chosen for its high selectivity to oxide,
necessary for such a deep etch (Xactix E1, 175 cycles, 60 s/cycle, 4 Torr XeF2, 4 Torr
N2). Before etching, the edges of the wafer were painted with PMMA to alleviate any
pinhole problems. After removal of the photoresist and the remaining oxides, a device of
the type shown in figure 3.3 was created.
Figure 3.3: Diagram of capillaries, chamber, and ports etched into the silicon wafer.
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3.2.3 Silicon Bonding
To create the device solely out of silicon, the technique of silicon-silicon bonding was
used to seal the chamber and capillaries [86–88]. This technique negates the need for an
adhesive or polymer to bond the wafers. Such substances could not only cause blockages
in the capillaries, but would have introduced unwanted reflections in the terahertz temporal
waveforms, and may well have caused terahertz absorptions. The bonding technique itself
relies on the hydrophilicity and cleanliness of the two silicon substrates. Initial bonding
via hydrogen-bridges between water molecules provides the initial room temperature bond
[88]. By annealing the wafers above 100 ◦C, some of the water molecules diffuse laterally
along the bonding interface to the edge of the wafers, whilst the remainder diffuses through
any oxide and oxidises the silicon. The removal of the water molecules leaves silanol bonds
at the bonding interface, creating the wafer bond [88]:
Si-OH + HO-Si→ Si-O-Si + H2O (3.1)
Although hydrophobic bond formation is possible, the majority of literature on the
subject focusses on the hydrophilic technique. Surface cleanliness is essential to produce
void free bonds, a fact displayed by the vast literature surrounding this topic, which
presents a multitude of surface cleaning routines and treatments. Some adopt RCA
cleaning procedures [89–91], whilst others use piranha solution as a means to remove
metallic contaminants on the surface [92, 93]. Nitric acid is also commonly used to
further clean wafers [91, 92, 94], whilst others expose the wafers to UV radiation to aid
in the breakdown of organic contaminants [90]. A range of ion bombardment techniques
are also adopted to increase hydrophilicity, including nitrogen [95], argon [93] and oxygen
[89,92,96].
After a range of bonding trials, varying a selection of cleaning parameters, a procedure
was developed which produced void free bonds over the whole of the wafer area. The
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stringent cleaning procedure was as follows: 10 min piranha (H2SO4, H2O2, 1:1), de-
ionised (DI) water rinse, 7 min UV exposure, isopropanol (IPA) rinse, DI rinse, 5 min
piranha, DI rinse, 5 min HF etch (HF, H2O, 1:10), DI rinse, 5 min piranha, DI rinse, spin
dry. To increase the hydrophilicity of the silicon surface, the wafers were subjected to an
oxygen plasma treatment (200 W, 100 sccm O2, 200 mTorr, 30 s), followed by a 3 min
hydration step in DI water. After spin drying, the wafers were brought into contact at
one point to allow a ‘bonding wave’ to initiate, pulling the wafers together [88]. After
annealing the wafer pair at 500 ◦C for 4 hours, the bonded system was analysed using
a thermal imaging camera to ensure that the bond was void free, and that the channels
were fully sealed. Two examples taken from these trials can be seen in figure 3.4. Figure
3.5 shows video stills demonstrating how capillary action fills the channels when water
is dropped on one of the ports. The hydrophilic nature of the silicon ensures minimal
pumping pressure when interchanging samples.
Figure 3.4: Images taken using a thermal imaging camera showing a) an unsuccessful
bond with large voids and b) a void free wafer bond.
3.2.4 PDMS Coupling Structures
Now that a fully sealed microfluidic device fabricated solely out of silicon had been cre-
ated, a reliable way of interchanging samples had to be devised. This was accomplished
by fabricating PDMS coupling structures which would sit in the ports of the device, as
depicted in figure 3.6b.
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Figure 3.5: Still images taken using a thermal imaging camera showing how capillary
action fills the chamber. Water is dropped from a pipette onto the input port of the left
hand chamber. The chamber is then seen to fill with water, observed by a colour change
(red to green/yellow) in the false colour image.
Figure 3.6: a) Moulding of the PDMS coupling structures on the dummy silicon wafer.
b) Schematic of how the PDMS coupling structures sit in the ports, granting access to
the capillaries and chamber.
The coupling structures were fabricated by curing PDMS around 4 mm diameter tubing
on a dummy wafer (fig. 3.6a). The dummy wafer was fabricated using two subsequent
etches of a silicon wafer. Two circular regions, whose dimensions matched the dimensions
of the input port on the microfluidic device, were defined using S1813 photoresist. The
regions were etched to a depth of 300 µm using a XeF2 etch. Patterning of the reverse of
the wafer was done using AZ4562 photoresist. Double sided alignment was used to define
4 mm diameter circles in the resist, centered on the etched regions on the front side of
the wafer. A further XeF2 process then etched these regions through the remainder of the
wafer. The 4 mm diameter tubing was placed through the newly created holes, whilst a
rubber O-ring was glued to the wafer to contain the PDMS. Once poured over the device,
the PDMS was cured at 120 ◦C for 20 minutes. After peeling the PDMS from the wafer,
rectangular sections were cut accordingly (fig. 3.6b). After carefully aligning the coupling
structures with the ports on the microfluidic device, the whole system was placed in a
clamping mechanism to apply even pressure between the PDMS and the silicon to ensure
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that no leaks would occur (fig. 3.7).
Figure 3.7: An exploded view of the system. Two metal plates are used to clamp the
PDMS coupling structures in place. The central cut out in the metal plates allows the
terahertz beam to pass solely through the chamber.
The above device succeeds in several areas. Firstly, the device is fabricated from a
terahertz transparent material - silicon. Secondly, the depth of the chamber is kept small
so that strong signals can still be detected, even when using optically dense samples.
Thirdly, the chamber depth cannot only be precisely controlled, but also measured, giving
us a highly accurate determination of the optical path length of the terahertz beam.
Fourthly, samples can be interchanged with ease by simply pumping fluids through the
chamber by means of the PDMS coupling structures. This arrangement obviates the
need to remove the device from the terahertz beam, meaning no alignment discrepancies
are incurred when interchanging samples. Finally, the design and construction method can
be easily adapted to increase functionality through the integration of plasmonic structures
or additional mixing chambers. These five advantages highlight the benefits of this device
over previous solutions.
3.3 Results
The device function was initially investigated to see how the empty device behaved in the
terahertz beam. By looking at figure 3.8a, many features of the device function can be
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observed. First, the time delay of the main pulse compared to the free space reference
is apparent. This time delay arises due to the high refractive index of silicon at terahertz
frequencies. It is this high refractive index which also causes the reduction in signal between
the free space and the empty chamber measurements. The Fresnel equations predict a
30 % reflection from each silicon-air interface. As four such boundaries are present in the
device, only around 25 % of the reference signal can be expected to be detected after
interaction with the chamber, as displayed by the relative pulse intensities in figure 3.8a.
Figure 3.8: a) Temporal waveforms showing the comparison of the system reference with
the empty chamber reference. Pulse A represents the main system pulse through the
chamber, B represents the reflections inside the chamber, C and D arise from reflections
inside the silicon substrates and Ref’ represents the delayed system reflection Ref. b)
Schematic of the corresponding temporal pulses recorded in a).
A system reflection in the reference scan (Ref in fig. 3.8) can be seen occurring
at 25 ps. With the introduction of the chamber, this reflection can be seen at 35 ps,
and is preceded by reflections occurring from inside the silicon wafers at 30 ps and 32
ps respectively. The multiple reflections occurring inside the chamber (as discussed in
section 2.4.1) can be seen after the transmission of the main pulse through the chamber,
identified by two small oscillations. As only two oscillations can be observed due to the
compound Fresnel reflections extinguishing the beam intensity, this confirms the previous
assumptions that higher orders did not need to be considered for the data extraction.
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3.3.1 Primary Alcohols
To test the sensitivity of the device, an experiment analysing different IPA-water mixtures
was undertaken. A range of mixtures were prepared, with the water content varying from
0 % to 100 % by volume, in 10 % increments. The time-domain results for this data
can be seen in figure 3.9. As the reflections occurring from inside the silicon wafers occur
so late in time, the temporal pulses can be truncated as shown. The featureless spectra
associated with liquids in the terahertz region results in no oscillations occurring after the
main pulse. This allows the truncated dataset to be zero padded, a method commonly
used in far-infrared experiments as a means to improve frequency resolution [97,98].
Figure 3.9: Temporal waveforms for the IPA-water mixture series.
Examination of the intensity of the main pulse shows there is a clear decrease in the
signal amplitude as the water concentration is increased, owing to the greater absorption
of water over IPA. As the water concentration is increased, the pulse shifts further in time
with respect to the chamber reference, resulting from the higher effective refractive index
of the samples. An increase in intensity can be observed between the sample and the
empty chamber reference for the low water concentrations. This can be explained due to
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the improved refractive index matching between the sample and the silicon, as opposed to
that of silicon and air. As the water concentration is increased, the increased absorption
of the sample outweighs this improved matching.
The refractive index of the solutions was extracted using the techniques described in
section 2.4.2, and can be seen in figure 3.10. The results are in good agreement with
data obtained via other techniques [99], and clearly display the different optical properties
of IPA and water at terahertz frequencies. The 3 mm focal spot of the terahertz beam,
combined with an optical path length of 50 µm, means a volume of only 1.4 µl of liquid
is analysed in each scan. This highlights the sensitivity of the device: differences in the
refractive index can be easily detected between 10 % changes in alcohol concentration,
even with the µlitre quantities being analysed, and the sub-wavelength sample interaction.
In summary, the device can detect differences to the order of 2 µmol of IPA in solution.
By analysing these results at selected frequencies, a linear plot is produced (fig. 3.11).
Figure 3.10: Calculated refractive indices for IPA-water mixtures.
There is only one instance in the literature where the detailed analysis of IPA-water
mixtures has been undertaken [99]. To allow for greater examination of our results, a
further set of experiments investigating the dielectric properties of ethanol was undertaken.
For a direct comparison to work undertaken by both reflection spectroscopy techniques
[16, 17, 100] and transmission arrangements [21], the real and imaginary parts of the
complex dielectric function were plotted as a function of frequency (fig. 3.12). This result
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Figure 3.11: Analysis of the calculated refractive indices of different IPA-water mixtures
for selected frequencies.
highlights the distinct differences between the complex dielectric function parameters of
water and ethanol in the terahertz regime. Furthermore, the results are comparable to
those acquired in literature by reflection and transmission arrangements [16, 17, 21, 100],
confirming the validity of the device and the data extraction techniques.
Figure 3.12: Real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric constant for a) water and
b) ethanol.
Finally, the sensitivity to different alcohols was also displayed in a further experiment
involving both ethanol and IPA. Samples of each alcohol were pumped, in turn, through
the device. The results displayed in figure 3.13, show the sensitivity and reproducibility of
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the device, with the distinct differences between the two samples being highlighted, whilst
the two readings for each individual alcohol are almost indistinguishable from each other.
Figure 3.13: Temporal waveforms for primary alcohols demonstrating the sensitivity and
reproducibility of the device.
3.3.2 Commercial Whiskies
A further experiment was conducted into the analysis of different commercial whiskies
using the device. Figure 3.14 shows that clear differences can be detected between the
samples. As all the samples had an alcohol content of 40 % by volume, these differences
can be attributed to the individual composition of the samples (carbonyl compounds,
carboxylic acids and esters, for example), as distinct from their alcoholic content.
To assess the reproducibility and robustness of the device and associated data extrac-
tion algorithms, a sample of ‘Famous Grouse’ whisky was tested on two subsequent days
after a complete realignment of the device in the TDS system. The dielectric information,
extracted for both sets of data, is displayed in figure 3.15.
The traces displayed in figure 3.15 have reduced chi-squared values of 2.43 and 2.19
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Figure 3.14: Temporal waveforms for a selection of commercial whiskies.
for ′ and ′′ respectively, showing the data to be highly consistent, even after a complete
realignment of the device and the day-to-day fluctuations expected with a THz-TDS
arrangement. This confirms the reproducibility of the results obtained using the device
and the associated data extraction algorithms. By taking alternative samples of the same
whisky (‘Famous Grouse’) with slightly different alcoholic content (37.5 % and 40 %
respectively), a further test of the device sensitivity was undertaken (fig. 3.16). The
results are consistent with the alcoholic content of the samples. The sample containing 40
% alcohol has a lower ′′ value than the 37.5 % sample. This result is to be expected as the
sample containing 40 % alcohol will contain less water, which as demonstrated in section
3.3.1, is more absorbing than ethanol over the investigated frequency range. Reduced chi-
squared results of 2.89 and 11.21 for ′ and ′′ respectively, are achieved when analysing
the two traces. These values are greater than the reduced chi-squared data calculated
for the day-to-day variations in the spectroscopy arrangement. This result demonstrates
how this device can be used to reliably distinguish between different commercial brands
of whisky, and also distinguish between the alcoholic content of the same whisky blend.
This could have potential avenues in the detection of counterfeit products.
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Figure 3.15: The dielectric constants extracted for the same whisky sample, taken on
subsequent days after a complete realignment of the device in the TDS system.
3.3.3 Organic Compounds
The sensitivity of the device to organic compounds was also displayed, as shown in figure
3.17. Here, slight absorption differences could be detected between amyl and ethyl ac-
etates, whose structures differ only in the length of the carbon backbone of the molecules.
The much larger compound, diethyl malonate, resulted in a more pronounced absorption
difference. The sensitivity of the device to these organic samples confirms the results
presented in section 3.3.2, where absorption differences between different commercial
samples were attributed to the varying amounts of organic material present.
3.3.4 Biotin
Biotin, commonly known as vitamin B7, has been well studied at terahertz frequencies.
All analysis has however, been undertaken using a dried or pellet form of the sample [101],
with the sample being prepared in a polyethylene matrix. In this form, biotin exhibits
specific frequency absorptions throughout the terahertz region. Here, a powdered form
of the sample was mixed with de-ionised water to form a range of solutions, covering a
fully dissolved regime, to a heavily saturated solution. The temporal waveforms acquired
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Figure 3.16: The dielectric constants extracted for different samples of the same brand
of whisky (‘Famous Grouse’). The lower absorption exhibited by the 40 % sample is
consistent with the composition of the samples.
for these experiments are displayed in figure 3.18. The decrease in signal intensity as
the percentage of biotin in solution is increased can be clearly observed, owing to the
strong absorption properties of the molecule in the terahertz regime. A slight decrease
in time delay referenced to the empty chamber is also observed as the biotin percentage
is increased. This can be attributed to the lower real part of the refractive index of the
biotin, compared to that of water.
The FFT data displayed in the inset of figure 3.18 shows that no frequency specific ab-
sorptions are evident for biotin in solution, with only blanket absorptions being observed.
This result is consistent with a change in absorption mechanism when moving from a
crystalline to aqueous sample in the terahertz region. The 0.5 g/l changes detected us-
ing the device corresponds to a sensitivity in the order of 3 nmol for biotin in solution.
The demonstration of such sensitivity using µlitre volumes at highly sub-wavelength thick-
nesses, confirms that the original design specifications have been achieved, and strongly
suggests this device may provide a potentially useful means to analyse aqueous biological
systems at terahertz frequencies.
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Figure 3.17: Temporal waveforms acquired for a variety or organic compounds.
Figure 3.18: Temporal waveforms acquired for different aqueous solutions of biotin with
associated FFT data.
Chapter 4
Surface Plasmons
The following chapter provides a detailed background to the theory underpinning the
phenomenon of surface plasmon polaritons. The vast literature surrounding this topic is
often approached from an optical perspective, failing to bridge the gap between traditional
lower frequency surface modes such as Zenneck waves, and surface plasmons. Further-
more, with current theories surrounding surface plasmon activity in the terahertz region
differing greatly, this succinct summary serves to provide a well balanced introduction to
surface plasmons in the terahertz regime. A critique of experimental results is provided,
along with an interpretation of the ‘spoof’ surface plasmon theory initially presented by
Pendry [38]. The chapter describes the mechanisms exploited in chapters 5, 6 and 7, to
excite and utilise surface plasmons, and also provides a background to the ideas used for
the qualitative time-of-flight model, developed to explain the transmission properties of
two-dimensional sub-wavelength aperture arrays, presented in chapter 6.
4.1 Formal Definition
A plasmon can be formally defined as “a quantum quasi-particle representing the elemen-
tary excitations, or modes, of the charge density oscillations in a plasma” [102]. This
description can be distilled into two key points. Firstly, a quantum-classical parallel is
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clearly evident, where a quantised particle-like system can be used to describe the essen-
tially classical oscillations of a charge density. Secondly, the ‘quasi’ classification of these
particles emphasises the highly-interacting (and therefore lossy) nature of these oscilla-
tions. A simple analogy can thus be drawn between plasmons and photons - a plasmon is
to the charge density what photons are to the electromagnetic field [102].
When an EM wave is incident upon an optically responsive medium, energy coupling
exists between the EM field oscillations and the internal degrees of freedom of the medium.
Such coupling results in the formation of polaritons. For the case of EM radiation coupling
to the free-electron plasma in a medium, the resultant quanta are known as a plasmon-
polaritons.
Surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) are formed when a longitudinal charge density prop-
agates at the interface between a dielectric medium and a conductor, after excitation by an
external EM source. The resultant TM surface waves are part propagating EM radiation,
part charge density oscillation. Such hybrid modes are characterised by an evanescently
decaying field perpendicular to the surface, existing either side of the supporting medium.
The confinement, localisation and lifetime of the SPPs rely intimately on the dielectric
properties of both the conductor and the neighbouring dielectric. Structuring the surface
of the conductor allows these fundamental characteristics to be engineered to suit the
desired application.
The sensitive nature of SPPs has been exploited in a wide range of applications,
most notably in spectroscopy, where Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) and Surface En-
hanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) are now well-established techniques [103,104]. Sub-
wavelength confinement of SPPs throughout the optical regime has led to the development
of plasmonic interconnects for photonic circuitry [105]. Elsewhere, vast amounts of re-
search has been focussed on the role of SPPs in the phenomenon of extraordinary optical
transmission (EOT), and how such effects can be observed even in the microwave and THz
regimes, where metals can be described as perfect electrical conductors (PECs) [38,106].
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This topic will be explored in greater detail in section 4.3.2. The following section will
seek to give a detailed narrative of the mathematical formalisms that describe SPPs -
something which is often overlooked in texts on the subject.
4.1.1 Physical Interpretation of SPPs
SPPs exist at the boundary between a conductor and a dielectric. Physically, SPPs can be
thought of as an oscillation and propagation of the conduction electrons in a conductor
which reside close to the surface. A simple analogy of this is to picture SPPs as ripples in
the density of conduction electrons, much like waves emanating on a still pond from the
impact of a dropped stone. This analogy highlights the fact the excitation of SPPs results
in the oscillation of charges. These oscillations, in turn, establish a propagating electric
field along the surface, which decays exponentially away from the surface, as depicted in
figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: a) Diagram depicting the motion of charges and the EM fields established
upon excitation of a SPP mode. b) Representation of the exponential decrease of the
field perpendicular to the surface in both the metal and the dielectric. kx corresponds to
the wavevector parallel to the interface, kzn corresponds to the perpendicular wavevector,
where a ′ indicates a reflected wavevector. Adapted from [35].
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4.2 Origin and Classification of SPP Modes
For a thorough understanding of the complex nature of SPPs, it is essential to start from
first principles, allowing us to see how even their most basic of properties are derived. In
doing so, we draw upon our knowledge of how light travels along a surface. When light
travels along a surface, it has a wavevector along its direction of propagation, kx , which
is related to the momentum of the light. The energy of this light can be expressed as:
E = ~2piν = ~ω = ~ckx (4.1)
Here, ν is the frequency of oscillation (in Hz) and ω is the angular frequency. A dispersion
relation describes how both the energy and the momentum of light are related. From
equation 4.1, it is trivial to prove the dispersion relation of light in a vacuum is governed
by the relationship ω = ckx . SPPs, however, do not follow this simple relationship
as they exist at the interface of a metal and a conductor, the dielectric properties of
which are different to those of a vacuum. Such an interface has a dielectric constant, ,
approximated by [35]:
 =
md
m + d
(4.2)
Here m and d are the dielectric constants of the metal and the dielectric respectively. The
dielectric constant of a medium is related to its index of refraction, n, by the relationship:
n =
√
 (4.3)
Ultimately, the dielectric constant of a medium governs the velocity of light passing
through it. For a material with a dielectric constant greater than that of a vacuum (i.e.
> 1), the velocity of light passing through that material will be reduced. As the dielectric
constant of an interface supporting SPP modes is governed by the relationship given in
equation 4.2, the velocity of SPPs proportional to their momentum is reduced compared
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Mode <(m) =(m) Nature of kx
Nature of k ′z1 Nature of k ′z2
< = < =
Brewster Modes
> 0 = 0 Real > 0 = 0 > 0 = 0
> 0 > 0 Complex > 0 < 0 > 0 > 0
Localised SPPs
0 > <(m) > −d = 0 Pure Imaginary < 0 = 0 > 0 = 0
0 > <(m) > −d > 0 Complex > 0 < 0 < 0 or > 0 > 0
Propagating SPPs
d > <(m) = 0 Real = 0 < 0 = 0 > 0
d > <(m) > 0 Complex > 0 < 0 < 0 or > 0 > 0
Table 4.1: The types of EM modes existing at a planar dielectric/metal interface, assuming
d > 1. Adapted from [102].
to that of light in a vacuum [107]. SPPs follow dispersion relations governed by the
following relationships, given here for directions both parallel (kSPPx ) and perpendicular
(kSPPz ) to the surface [35]:
kSPPx =
ω
c
√
md
m + d
(4.4a)
kSPPz,d =
ω
c
√
2d
m + d
(4.4b)
kSPPz,m =
ω
c
√
2m
m + d
(4.4c)
Here the dielectric constant of the metal, m, is a complex function of frequency, whose
value can be approximated through implementation of the Drude model, as detailed in
section 4.3.1.
As the exact nature of each SPP mode relies critically upon the complex dielectric
properties of the conductor, all the relationships given in equation 4.4 can take on real or
imaginary values. Table 4.1 summarises all the modes which can exist, given the numerous
permutations of the dielectric properties of a conductor.
The region in table 4.1 corresponding to the ’Brewster modes’, exist when <(m) > 0.
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For the case of a real metal, i.e. when =(m) > 0, these modes can be regarded as true
surface modes. These surface polaritons comprise of a mixture of surface charge waves
and propagating photons. Strictly speaking, these modes are not conventionally described
as surface plasmon polaritons; this classification is reserved for the case when =(m) < 0.
The modes corresponding to those labelled ’localised SPPs’ indicate a non-propagating
surface wave, highlighted by the pure imaginary value of kx . For the case of an ideal metal,
i.e. when =(m) = 0, these modes can be considered radiative as the evanescent energy
of the surface wave is dissipated away from the surface via the real, propagating kz modes.
Such modes become non-radiative for the case of a real metal as the kz modes become
evanescent, meaning they can no longer radiate the evanescent surface wave.
Finally, and most importantly, we arrive at the case of ’propagating SPPs’, existing
when −d > <(m). The pure imaginary nature of both k ′z1 and kz2 display the evanescent
decay of the field perpendicular to the surface, whilst the real value of kx highlights the
propagating nature of the established surface wave. These non-radiative modes are known
formally as propagating surface plasmon polaritons, and are fully trapped at the conductor-
dielectric boundary. For the case of a real metal, the imaginary nature of kx results in
these modes becoming pseudo-propagating - i.e. there is only a certain distance the SSPs
can travel before damping induced losses imposed by the metal become overwhelming.
4.2.1 SPP Dispersion Relations
The dispersion relations given in equation 4.4 relate the wavevectors of propagation with
the frequency of oscillation. When presented graphically, individual features of each mode
can be readily identified, as shown in figure 4.2. The three different modes identified in
table 4.1 are easily observed, namely the Brewster modes, along with the localised and
propagating SPP modes.
The branch related to the Brewster modes can be identified at frequencies above the
plasma frequency of the metal, ωp, a concept which will be discussed in more detail in
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Figure 4.2: a) Dispersion relation for a lossless Drude metal. Free space photons lie in
the shaded grey region, to the left of the light line. The broadening of the localised SPPs
(indicated by the shaded red region) arises due to the strong evanescent nature of these
modes. b) Dispersion relation when losses are included.
section 4.3.1. The propagating SPP branch can be seen to approach the limiting frequency
ωSPP as kx increases. For a perfect Drude metal, this frequency can be shown to be [35]:
ωSPP =
ωp√
(1 + d)
(4.5)
The asymptote which emerges as kSPPx approaches ωSPP arises due to the dielectric
constant of the metal approaching −1. At low frequencies, the propagating SPP mode
approaches the light line, where the modes take on a more ‘photon-like’ appearance [102],
behaving like a photon travelling at grazing incidence along the surface.
Between the Brewster and propagating modes reside the localised SPP modes. In this
region, significant broadening of the mode is often observed due to the losses associated
with metals. In the case of a real metal, a ‘bending back’ of the dispersion relation is
often seen as the frequency is increased; a phenomenon observed experimentally using
silver [108]. In the case of gold, inter-band transitions drastically increase plasmon losses
for wavelengths shorter than 600 nm. For cases where extremely high losses exist, it
becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish between the localised and propagating modes,
as the latter become progressively more ’lossy’ [102].
The back bending of the dispersion curve arises only when losses in the metal are taken
into account, i.e. when =(m) 6= 0. When this condition arises, the dispersion relationship
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given in equation 4.4 becomes complex, thus either ω or kx must be complex. For the
case of a complex frequency (i.e. ω = ω′ + iω′′), the field decays in time as exp(ω′′t),
no back bending occurs, and kx becomes increasingly large as ω approaches ωSPP . On
the other hand, for the case of a complex wavevector (i.e. kx = k ′x + ik
′′
x ), the field
decays exponentially in space, and the wavevector for propagation is given by <(kx). In
this instance, the imaginary part of the denominator in equation 4.4 never vanishes; thus
<(kx) never becomes infinite, and the dispersion curve (k ′x vs. ω) exhibits a back bending
as ω approaches ωSPP [109].
4.2.2 Excitation of Propagating SPPs
There is an important issue related to the excitation of propagating SPPs. Careful analysis
of figure 4.2a shows such modes lie on the right hand side of the light line, meaning they
cannot be readily excited using free space photons. Modes which lie to the right of the
light line have a momentum greater than those associated with free space photons of
the same frequency. In order to overcome this momentum mismatch, a coupling medium
must be used to excite propagating SPPs.
One of the most commonly used techniques to excite SPPs utilises the technique of
attenuated total reflection (ATR). The two most prominent methods are the Otto [110]
and Kretschmann [111] configurations, as depicted in figure 4.3. Upon the total internal
reflection (TIR) conditions being met, an evanescently decaying wave is established in the
medium of lower refractive index. In the Otto configuration, this decaying EM field is
brought into close proximity with a metal surface. In doing so, SPPs are excited along
the metal-dielectric interface.
The Kretschmann geometry uses a similar technique, however, in this instance, SPPs
are excited on a thin film of metal evaporated on the surface of the prism. This technique
solves many of the experimental problems associated with the Otto configuration, namely
SPP-evanescent field coupling and reliable metal-prism separations. The use of the above
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Figure 4.3: Diagram showing the Otto and Kretschmann configurations used to excite
SPPs in the optical regime.
techniques eventually led to the creation of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) experiments,
now used extensively in bio-sensing applications [103,112].
The effectiveness of the above ATR techniques can be crudely described by means of
a further dispersion relation diagram. Figure 4.4 shows that when light travels through
a prism, its light line is lowered due to the higher refractive index of the prism over that
of air. If a prism of the correct refractive index is used, the light line describing photons
in the prism can be made to overlap with the branch associated with propagating SPPs,
effectively solving the momentum mismatch problem.
Figure 4.4: Dispersion relation showing the lowering of the light line when light enters a
medium of high refractive index.
Further techniques used to excite propagating SPPs involve the use of point defects,
surface roughness and diffraction gratings [35].
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4.2.3 Losses and Decay Lengths
Once propagating SPPs have been excited, they remain bound to the surface and are
strictly non-radiative. When absorption losses are neglected, SPPs will propagate in-
definitely along the conductor-dielectric interface. When losses are included, SPPs will
eventually dissipate by optical absorptions in the metal. These losses are usually resistive
in nature, and can be described by the imaginary part of the dielectric constant of the
metal. In real metals, as such losses do exist, the wavevector determining propagation
along the interface becomes a complex value for all frequencies [35]:
kx = k
′
x + ik
′′
x (4.6)
Here, the real part of the wavevector corresponds to the wavelength of the plasmon,
λSPP = 2pi/k
′
x , whilst the imaginary part represents the damping factor. Making the
assumptions that |′′m| << |′m| (as is the case in the optical regime), and that the dielectric
constant of the dielectric material is real, the wavevector components can be approximated
to [35]:
k ′SPPx ≈
ω
c
√
′md
′m + d
(4.7a)
k ′′SPPx ≈
ω
c
(
′md
′m + d
) 3
2 ′′m
2′2m
(4.7b)
The inclusion of Ohmic losses results in a damping of the SPPs in the metal, causing the
field intensity to decay as exp(−2k ′′x ) [102], thus, one can define the propagation length
of SPPs as:
LSPP =
1
2k ′′x
(4.8)
If the losses in the metal are small, the propagation distance, LSPP , can be much greater
than the wavelength. This is often the case when approaching the THz regime. Further-
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more, as the frequency of the SPPs approaches ωSPP , the associated losses dramatically
increase, owing to the fact a greater proportion of the SPP is located inside the metal
due to the increased transverse confinement.
The decay lengths normal to the surface, either side of the interface are governed by
the following equations [35]:
δm,z =
c
ω
√
′m + d
′2m
(4.9a)
δd,z =
c
ω
√
′m + d
2d
(4.9b)
This confinement is depicted in figure 4.1b, where the decay lengths in both the metal
and dielectric are displayed. The decay length of the field in the dielectric, δd,z , is of the
order of λ/2, whilst the decay length in the metal, δm,z , is governed by its skin depth.
Both the propagation distance and the confinement are strong functions of frequency. At
high frequencies, k ′′x becomes very large due the increased confinement of the SPP in the
metal, greatly reducing the propagation length of the SPP. At lower frequencies (infrared),
the propagation length increases dramatically due to the increase in δm,z . In this regime,
the spatial extent of the SPP is often greater than the free space wavelength.
4.3 Optical Properties of Metals
The optical response of metals is often described in terms of their dielectric properties,
which are vastly different to those observed for standard dielectrics. Phenomena such as
the efficient reflection of visible light, along with superb electrical and thermal conduction
properties, can be attributed to the presence of free electrons residing in the conduction
band. The movement of these electrons in a background of fixed positive charge, by
definition, forms a free electron plasma. The manner in which this plasma reacts to
external EM radiation governs the optical response of the metal. The Drude model,
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detailed in the following section, is a simplistic model used to predict the optical responses
of metals throughout the optical regime.
4.3.1 Drude Model
The well known Drude model of conduction electrons can be used to predict the dielectric
function of both metals, and semiconductors, as a function of frequency. The model
is based on the formulation of the Coulomb interactions experienced between the free
electron plasma and the positive crystal lattice. The plasma frequency, ωp, describes the
natural oscillation frequency of the free electron plasma in a volume metal:
ωp =
√
ne2
0me
(4.10)
Here, e and me are the charge and effective mass of an electron respectively, n is the
conduction electron density and 0 is the permittivity of free space. The high electron
densities in metals result in plasma frequencies residing in UV part of the spectrum. The
Drude model describes the optical response of the plasma to an external EM source:
(ω) = ∞ −
ω2p
ω2 + iγ0ω
(4.11)
Here, ∞ is the optical response of the positive crystal lattice, ω is the frequency of the
incident radiation and γ0 [rad s−1], is a scattering rate (damping term) related to the
collision of free electrons with the crystal lattice or other impurities, and is typically small
compared to ω. Dissecting equation 4.11 into its real and imaginary components allows
us to gain further insight into the values of the dielectric constants of metals:
<((ω)) = ∞ −
ω2p
ω2 + γ20
(4.12a)
=((ω)) = ω
2
pγ0
ω3 + ωγ20
(4.12b)
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For frequencies below the plasma frequency, it becomes clear that the real part of the
dielectric constant is negative, i.e. <((ω)) < 0. As we approach the plasma frequency,
the scattering rate becomes increasingly insignificant (ω >> γ0), and the condition
=(m) ≈ ω
2
p
ω3
<< |<(m)| exists, satisfying the properties outlined in section 4.1 allow-
ing for the efficient excitation of SPPs. For lower frequencies, approaching the THz
regime, the scattering term begins to dominate (ω << γ0). In this region the real part
of the dielectric constant is still negative, however the imaginary part begins to dominate
over the real part, i.e. =(m) >> |<(m)|.
4.3.2 Perfect Electrical Conductors
For frequencies much lower than the plasma frequency, (i.e. in the microwave or THz
regimes), the real and imaginary dielectric constants of metals are many orders of magni-
tude greater than those observed for visible frequencies. Throughout and below the THz
region, metals can be regarded as perfect electrical conductors (PECs). The skin depth
is a measure of how the electric field from an external EM source is attenuated inside the
metal. In the THz regime, this can be approximated as:
δskin(ω) ≈ c
ω
√
2
=(m(ω)) (4.13)
As the frequency of radiation incident upon on a metal is increased, the skin depth de-
creases, meaning any induced oscillations of the conduction electrons exist only in ever
decreasing volumes in a region close to the surface of the metal. It should be pointed
out that although these oscillations exist close to the surface, they are strictly not SPPs,
they are merely confined volume plasmons. Such induced oscillations do not require a
metal-dielectric interface to exist, and do not propagate along the boundary. Guided
waves (or SPPs) can exist at these frequencies, though excitation becomes increasingly
difficult due to the increased value of =(m(ω)). The properties of such guided effects
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at THz frequencies (and below) will be discussed in greater depth in section 4.6, where
the concept of ‘spoof’ SPPs will be presented. This novel approach allows the dielectric
properties of a metal to be engineered using sub-wavelength surface modifications.
4.3.3 Semiconductors at THz Frequencies
The presence of unfilled valence and conduction bands in semiconductors allows electrons
to transfer between these two states, ultimately altering the electron density. Photo-
excitation, application of external electric fields, and sample doping are all examples of
how this electron density can be controlled in semiconductors. By varying the electron
density, the frequency dependent conductivity of the sample is altered, which, in turn,
affects the optical response of the material. Above a doping density of 1 × 1017 cm−3,
the real part of the dielectric constant of silicon becomes negative, displaying the metallic
properties of the material [113]. For highly doped silicon samples (n ≈ 1 × 1019 cm−3),
the plasma frequency of the sample is lowered into the THz region. This metallic like
behaviour allows for the existence and confinement of SPPs at THz frequencies [114].
Before a discussion of THz SPP effects is presented, the experimental and theoretical
work documenting their discovery will be explored.
4.4 Light in Sub-wavelength Apertures
The theory of optical transmission through sub-wavelength apertures dates back to the
work of Bethe in 1944 [115]. The idealised structure used in this formalism was of a sub-
wavelength aperture existing in an infinitely thin, perfectly conducting substrate. Bethe
derived an expression for the transmission efficiency, ηB, of such an aperture:
ηB =
64(2pir
λ
)4
27pi2
(4.14)
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Here, λ is the wavelength of the incident light and r is the radius of the aperture. One can
clearly see from this expression that the transmission efficiency is proportional to (r/λ)4,
showing that as λ becomes larger than r , a rapid decrease in intensity is predicted. Al-
though the work of Bethe provides an elegant relationship, the neglect of an apertures
finite thickness is a distinct failing of this model. Apertures of a finite depth have as-
sociated waveguide properties which determine the transmission of light, and ultimately
modify the dispersion relation of the EM field [116]. Waveguides have associated cut-offs,
λc , related to the aperture dimensions, which determine the maximum wavelength of light
permitted to propagate through the aperture:
λc = 4r (4.15)
When radiation is incident upon an aperture with λ > λc , the field will become evanescent
in nature, decaying exponentially with aperture depth. The approximation given above for
an aperture cut-off fails to take into account the finite conductivity and the skin depth
of real metals, along with the excitement of localised SPP modes existing around the
aperture edge. These failings lead to a large discrepancy arising between the amount
of light actually transmitted, and the amount predicted by Bethe. This discrepancy has
become known as ’extraordinary optical transmission’ (EOT), and has been the subject
of a great deal of experimental and theoretical work over the past decade since the work
of Ebbesen in 1998 [37].
4.5 Extraordinary Optical Transmission
In 1998, Ebbesen reported upon the extraordinary transmission of light through two-
dimensional arrays of apertures in silver films [37]. The startling results revealed intense
transmission peaks throughout the spectral range, even for incident wavelengths much
greater than the aperture or period dimensions. In this instance, the array becomes an
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active element as opposed to a passive geometrical element in the path of the incident
beam. The enhanced transmission was attributed to the coupling of light with the SPPs,
induced by the presence of the two-dimensional array of sub-wavelength apertures. Such
’anomalous’ activity has been observed when analysing gratings previously, the first in-
stance, dating back to 1902.
4.5.1 Historical Context of EOT
The observations of R. W. Wood discussed the dark bands in the reflection spectrum of
a metallic grating were, although unknown at the time, arguably the first experimental
evidence for the presence of SPPs induced by metallic gratings [117]. Wood observed
that the dark bands not only shifted as a function of incidence angle, but that they were
heavily dependent upon the polarisation of the incident light also. These minima have
become known as ’Woods anomalies’ in modern literature.
Lord Rayleigh provided the first theory explaining both the presence and shifting be-
haviour of Wood’s minima, attributing the anomalies to diffraction effects [118]. Rayleigh
deduced a formula giving the positions of maximum intensity for a given wavelength at
normal incidence:
a sin(θm) = mλ (4.16)
Here a is the line spacing and θm is the angle of the mth diffraction order. Taking an
example of a = 1 µm and λ = 600 nm, it becomes clear that above the first diffraction
order, the angles become complex (see table 4.2).
Rayleigh concluded that the orders which appear at complex angles (non-reflected
orders), are responsible for the observed intensity minima. The work of J. Strong in 1936
was the first to study Wood’s anomalies as a function of both the metal used to fabricate
the grating, and the width of the rulings [119]. Strong found that the narrowest rulings
resulted in the strongest minima, with anomalies becoming stronger as the width of the
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m mλ
a
sin−1(mλ
a
)
0 0 0
1 0.6 36.7
2 1.2 90− 35.7i
3 1.8 90− 68.4i
4 2.4 90− 87.2i
Table 4.2: Diffraction angles for a 1 µm grating with an incident wavelength of 600 nm.
ruling approached the wavelength of light. Strong also found differences in the observed
minima as he altered the metal used to make the grating.
It was not until 1973 that the first connection between the presence of Wood’s anoma-
lies and the excitation of SPPs was introduced. Hutley and Bird [120] drew upon the
similarities between experiments conducted by Teng and Stern [121], who used 10 keV
electron beams to excite surface plasmons on metal gratings, to the classical experiments
performed by Wood. Hutley and Bird were able to match the theoretical predictions for
the angles of SPP excitation to experimental values within 3 ◦, attributing the difference
to the existence of a ’tarnish layer’ on the metal surface. Since the work of Hutley and
Bird, it is now well accepted that the occurrence of Wood’s anomalies can be attributed
to the excitation of SPPs.
Since the initial work of Ebbesen, there has been an explosion of research surrounding
both the experimental and theoretical aspects of EOT. This work has encompassed single
apertures, the one-dimensional case of sub-wavelength slits, two-dimensional arrays of
sub-wavelength apertures and single apertures flanked by periodic corrugations (bulls-eye
structures). These studies have not only covered a wide range of the EM spectrum (from
the microwave to the visible), but have employed analysis techniques in both the time and
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frequency domains. The transmission properties of such systems are governed, in part,
by the following properties: aperture dimensions, aperture shape, array periodicity, ratio
of basis to lattice, material of array, material of supporting substrate, angle of incident
radiation, frequency of incident radiation and the thickness of the array. As one can
gather from the number of variables mentioned in this paragraph, the literature regarding
EOT is vast. Literature reviews for the case of bulls-eye apertures and sub-wavelength
two-dimensional aperture arrays, at THz frequencies, can be found in sections 5.1 and
4.6.4.3 respectively.
4.6 Surface Modes at THz frequencies
Two-dimensional aperture arrays or ’metallic mesh’ structures have been studied in great
depth in the far-infrared (terahertz) region of the EM spectrum over the decades. This
section will detail some of the early work on metallic meshes, discuss the ’similarities’ be-
tween Zenneck waves and propagating SPPs, explain the fundamental theory surrounding
so called ’spoof’ SPPs and present an overview of recent work studying SPPs in the lower
realms of the EM spectrum.
The use of metallic mesh structures as optical elements dates back to the early 1960’s,
where researchers utilised the cut-off characteristics of these devices to produce filters and
beam splitters for far-infrared spectrometers [122]. Ulrich was the first to recognise that
these devices, along with their complementary structures, could be described as capacitive
or inductive grids, using single element equivalent circuits to describe their behaviour [123].
His work in 1974 however, was arguably the first to recognise the effects of SPPs on
metallic meshes [124, 125]. Ulrich recognised the presence of surface waves on these
structures, attributing the effects to so called Zenneck waves (discussed in section 4.6.1).
Not only did Ulrich demonstrate how to couple to the fundamental (0, 0) SPP modes by
use of a prism grating (a mode he calls ‘non-leaky’), but he also recognised the presence
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of higher order ‘leaky’ modes - now attributed to higher order, dispersive (±i, ±j) modes
detailed in section 4.6.4.1. Ulrich also recognised that: the dispersion of the fundamental
mode was modified by the presence of the periodic mesh, a coupling existed between the
‘leaky’ and ‘non-leaky’ modes, and that the coupling could be established either side of
the mesh in symmetric and asymmetric forms. This was neatly surmised by Ulrich, stating
the surface waves “can be understood as Zenneck waves propagating on both sides of the
mesh, being coupled and perturbed by the periodic perforation” [125].
Metallic meshes continued to be investigated for their uses as high-pass and dichroic
filters in the terahertz region for many years [126,127], however, since the advent of the
work by Ebbesen, focus has been turned to the study of the fundamental properties of
SPPs as opposed to potential applications.
4.6.1 Fano modes, Zenneck waves and SPPs
Ulrich was the first to state the role of surface waves in the reflection and transmission
properties of two-dimensional sub-wavelength aperture arrays in the far-infrared; referring
to these as ‘Zenneck waves’. Surface waves (otherwise known as guided waves) can exist in
many guises, with nomenclature nuances often being the distinguishing factor, as opposed
to any real physically defining differences. Surface waves exist at the interface between
two dielectrics whose real parts of the dielectric constant are of opposite signs. Fano
modes [126] exist only for the case where no losses exist (i.e. both dielectric constants are
purely real). Zenneck waves exist when one of the dielectrics exhibits strong absorptions.
In this regime, the propagation distances of the surface wave are much greater than the
wavelength used to excite them, thus they are extremely applicable to the case of very
low frequency (radio) waves [128–130]. Although the propagation distances of Zenneck
waves are large, the field is loosely coupled to the surface, with these waves resembling
photons at a grazing angle to the metal.
For frequencies close to ωSPP , the frequency dependent dielectric constant of met-
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als exhibits strong resonances. Conventionally, such EM surface waves are described as
‘coupled modes’ - a hybrid mixture of EM fields and surface excitations in the medium sus-
taining the resonance. To encapsulate the dependence on the surface excitations, these
coupled modes are often referred to a surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). Zenneck modes,
and the idealised Fano modes, are physically the same as SPPs. All such modes rely upon
the coherent oscillation of conduction electrons in the surface of a metal neighbouring
a dielectric. Low frequency SPPs are interchangeably referred to as Zenneck waves due
to the historical origins of such phenomena lying in radio wave propagation. Literature
neglects such terminology in the visible region, where all surface waves are referred to as
SPPs.
One interesting experiment rarely quoted in the literature, examined the existence of
surface waves on corrugated, high-Tc superconducting surfaces [131]. Above the critical
temperature, the superconducting material had a dielectric constant of (ω) = −8+750i ;
the real part being smaller than the imaginary, i.e. |<((ω))| << =((ω)). In this regime,
the dielectric constant of the material resembles that of a PEC, a consequence of which
is any surface waves will be loosely coupled to the surface - displaying Zenneck wave
behaviour. This was confirmed in the experiment by a pronounced reflection minimum
residing close to the light line. Below the critical temperature, the dielectric constant
became (ω) = −1250 + 150i , such that the real part was greater than the imaginary,
i.e. |<((ω))| >> =((ω)) . In this regime, the surface waves are much more confined to
the surface, and are notionally labelled as SPPs; displayed in the experiment by a broad
resonance, far from the light line. This elegant experiment displayed the transition between
SPPs and Zenneck waves, highlighting the loosely confined nature of the latter, the more
localised nature of the former, and the complimentary existence of both. The dielectric
properties of metals in the THz region lend themselves to the existence of Zenneck waves
as opposed to SPPs due to their PEC classification. The following section will document
how SPP activity can be induced at THz frequencies through engineering of the dielectric
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properties.
4.6.2 ‘Spoof’ Surface Plasmons
The idea of increasing the confinement of a surface wave dates back to the work of Goubau
in 1950 [132], where details of a corrugated wire were presented in relation to transmission
lines. Pendry revisited the idea of structuring a surface to increase the confinement (or
permit the existence) of surface waves in the limit of a PEC in 2004, where he introduced
the concept of ’spoof’ SPPs [38]. He postulated that by structuring a surface with sub-
wavelength corrugations, the material could be described with metamaterial analogies;
metallic surfaces with dielectric apertures could be described as an ‘effective medium’,
whose optical properties are governed by an effective dielectric constant. One startling
property of this theory is that the plasma frequency of the effective medium is at a much
lower frequency than that observed for the unstructured metal. A direct consequence of
this is that surface waves can be made to exist with increased confinement at much lower
frequencies. Pendry described this phenomenon by stating the structured surface may
“spoof surface plasmons”.
In modern literature, the presence of low frequency surface waves is often referred
to as the existence of ‘spoof’ surface plasmons. In a simplistic view, such geometrically
induced surface waves are permitted to exist thanks to the increased penetration of the
surface wave into the metal, thus increasing their confinement. Physically, spoof plasmons
are the same as SPPs - they require the presence of a metal-dielectric boundary, at which
a coherent oscillation of the conduction electrons in the metal exists. Incident radiation
with a wavelength greater than that of the dimensions of the dielectric structures cannot
resolve these features, meaning the radiation sees an effective medium with a low plasma
frequency.
At this point, one should highlight the two-fold importance of the periodic nature of
these structures. Firstly, surface modes can only be initiated on the surface thanks to the
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presence of the periodic structure providing the necessary in-plane momentum - as detailed
in section 4.6.3. Secondly, the ‘effective medium’ which is produced as a consequence
of the periodic structures, permits the tight confinement of these established modes.
As one moves from the two extremes of an array of tiny apertures to a metallic wire
mesh, the sub-wavelength nature of these structures can often be lost. Fundamentally
however, the further decreasing plasma frequency of the effective medium, combined with
the ever present periodic structure, allows SPPs to exist on meshes at increasingly lower
frequencies.
As to what actually constitutes a true ‘spoof’ surface is still undecided in the literature.
Any formal definition would require a recognition of the aperture dimensions in relation
to the wavelength of the radiation used for excitation. The majority of works in the THz
region have exploited only slightly sub-wavelength apertures [39, 133–135], thus a true
‘metamaterial’ classification cannot be justified. This, however, has not stopped references
to both ‘spoof’ plasmons, and the work of Pendry, in the THz literature [106, 136].
Further complications arise when THz SPPs are observed using doped semiconductor
substrates (whose ωp typically reside in the THz region), structured with sub-wavelength
features [133]. As planar doped semiconductor substrates can support standard SPP
modes, the effect of the sub-wavelength apertures serves to create a ‘spoof-like’ surface,
leaving an ambiguity as to what the true nature of these SPPs are. Ultimately, SPP
effects rely critically on the overriding dielectric properties of the material. As it is not
currently possible to establish the dielectric properties (and ωp) of a structured material,
it is difficult to arrive at a formal definition. Any such statement should seek to involve
the dielectric properties of the structured (or unstructured) material, whilst also involving
the relative dimensions of the features to the wavelength of the radiation. Until a formal
definition is arrived at, the literature will continue to paint an incoherent picture of the
nature of these surfaces and their associated effects.
The implications of Pendry’s work are undoubtedly far reaching, and allow not only for
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SPPs to exist in regions below that of the THz, but also permit them to be controlled
by the geometrical structure of the metal, as opposed to the dielectric properties of the
metal itself.
4.6.3 Generation of THz SPPs
For the successful generation and utilisation of THz frequency SPPs, two features must
be present; a launch mechanism which can impart the necessary in-plane momentum to
excite SPP modes, and a surface decorated with sub-wavelength features to increase the
confinement of SPPs. A variety of launch mechanisms have been reported previously in
the literature, the simplest being that of a metallic cut-off (razor blade) placed in the
vicinity of a metal surface [106, 137]. This technique, although initially demonstrated in
the optical regime [36], lends itself well to THz experiments due to the wavelength-scale
separations required for efficient excitation of SPPs. The cut-off acts as a diffraction point
for incident radiation and scatters the beam, providing a substantial proportion with the
necessary in-plane momentum. The inverse mechanism can be used to de-couple SPPs
into free space radiation.
Sub-wavelength periodically structured materials serve as extremely efficient plasmonic
substrates due to their ability to both excite and confine SPPs. One of the simplest exam-
ples of these is a bulls-eye aperture, where a single aperture is flanked by sub-wavelength
periodic corrugations [138, 139]. Each corrugation serves as a diffraction point at which
free-space radiation can couple to SPP modes, whilst the sub-wavelength nature of the
corrugation ensures that an ‘effective-medium’ is established, increasing the confinement
of the established SPP. The periodic nature of these structures results in an enhanced
frequency transmitted through the aperture, the wavelength of which is commensurate
with the period of the corrugations.
Two-dimensional periodic structures provide further mechanisms to excite and support
surface plasmons. Periodic ‘pitted’ structures have been shown to sustain and confine SPP
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modes, however, as the features are sub-wavelength in two dimensions, they no longer
serve as efficient diffraction points and cannot excite SPPs effectively. In this scenario,
external coupling mechanisms are required either using prisms [140] or knife edges [106].
The case of two-dimensional aperture arrays are of significant interest, mainly due to
their ability to excite, sustain and confine SPP modes, whilst maintaining high levels of
transmission and being relatively easy to fabricate. The following section will explore
the theory, and review the work previously demonstrated for these structures in the THz
regime.
4.6.4 Two-Dimensional Aperture Arrays
The discovery of EOT through two-dimensional sub-wavelength aperture arrays at optical
frequencies [37] initiated an explosion of research surrounding this phenomenon. Such
work has spanned the EM spectrum, however, a unified theory detailing the nature of
EOT in metal aperture arrays still does not exist. Whilst most work has reached a general
consensus that SPPs play a vital role in this observed ‘anomaly’, the precise nature of
transmission through the array is a hotly debated topic [141–150], with some still arguing
that SPPs play no role whatsoever in the process [151,152].
Here, background theory detailing how the presence of a two-dimensional array effects
the dispersion relation of SPPs will be presented. An overview of the factors currently
thought to affect the transmission process will be given, with a strong emphasis on ex-
periments conducted in THz and microwave regimes (where a PEC regime is applicable).
Finally, an important point will be made concerning the wavelength of radiation compared
to the dimensions of both the period of the array and aperture size, where two distinct
regimes exist.
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4.6.4.1 Theoretical Description
When light is incident upon a two-dimensional metal aperture array with sub-wavelength
apertures and periodicity, each aperture edge serves as a diffraction point at which p-
polarised light can couple to SPPs. The two-dimensional lattice provides in-plane mo-
mentum in integer multiples of 2pi/L in both the x and y directions. This increased
in-plane momentum allows the freely propagating light to couple to SPP modes, which
are subsequently initiated along the metal-dielectric boundary. The wavevector of the
SPP can thus be expressed as:
kSPP =
2pi
λ
sin θ ± iGx ± jGy (4.17)
Here, λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation, θ is the angle of incidence of light
on the array, i and j are integers whilst Gx and Gy are the lattice vectors in the x and y
directions respectively. For the case of a square array, Gx = Gy = 2pi/L, where L is the
period of the array. After propagating on the metal, the established SPPs are subsequently
re-emitted into free space light upon arrival at another diffraction point.
The spatial periodicity of the array results in a periodicity for the wavevector of the SPP
modes, which allows for Bloch wave and Brillouin zone analogies to be drawn. The folding
of the Bloch wavevector at the Brillouin zone boundary results in resonant frequencies at
the Γ point that are a function of the lattice constant. Ultimately, for normal incidence,
the transmission peak resonances are approximated by the following relationship, confirm-
ing the strong dependence on the lattice constant and the dielectric properties of the
neighbouring dielectric [145]:
λpeak =
L√
(i2 + j2)
√
d (4.18)
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4.6.4.2 Dispersion Curves
Dispersion curves for SPPs on a two-dimensional aperture array display transmitted res-
onant frequencies as a function of incident angle. The standard (i , j) nomenclature cor-
responds to integer steps taken along the reciprocal lattice, and serve as a label for the
resonances. Taking such steps in reciprocal space ultimately maps out diffraction spots,
allowing an equivalence to be drawn for the observed resonances - the wavelengths re-
sponsible for a particular transmission resonance correspond to missing diffraction spots
due to the wave being ‘trapped’ along the surface [153]. The two-dimensional nature of
the periodicity results in momentum gained from the y component being projected onto
the x diagram. A typical dispersion curve for a two-dimensional metal aperture array for
the Γ−X orientation can be seen in figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Typical dispersion curve for a two-dimensional metal aperture array for Γ−X
orientation. Orange curves correspond to momentum contributions from x periodicity,
whilst purple curves display y projected momentum. Adapted from [124].
The orange curves in figure 4.5 are similar to those found for a periodic array of sub-
wavelength slits, and display p-polarised characteristics only. The purple curves correspond
to the momentum gained from y periodicity, which is projected onto the Γ−X orientation.
These curves display a mixture of p and s polarisation characteristics, highlighted by their
flatter appearance and lack of splitting with increasing angle. At 0 ◦ incidence angle,
multiple resonance peaks are observed highlighting how transmission can be enhanced
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over a wide frequency range, even for perpendicular illumination. Clearly apparent is the
fact all the higher order modes lie to the left of the light line; such modes can be excited
without the need for prism coupling, i.e. they can be excited using free space light.
Two-dimensional gratings are an extremely elegant tool for both the study and exploita-
tion of SPPs; not only does the physical structure of the array generate SPPs without
need for a further coupling mechanism, but the ’dilution’ of the metal with dielectric filled
apertures acts to increase the confinement of the SPPs to the metal surface. The fol-
lowing section will examine experiments undertaken on two-dimensional aperture arrays at
THz frequencies, detailing the current proposed theories for EOT and the other associated
observations.
4.6.4.3 Literature Review of Previous THz Studies
The first demonstration of EOT with a two-dimensional sub-wavelength aperture array
at THz frequencies was undertaken by Gomez Rivas et al. [133]. From a doped silicon
substrate with a plasma frequency in the THz region, aperture arrays were created using
perpendicular cuts of a wafer saw on both sides of the wafer. Strong resonant peaks
were observed not only at the cut-off frequency for the apertures, but more unexpectedly,
for frequencies much lower than the cut-off. The position of the resonant peaks was
ultimately correlated to the period of the array, whilst thinner substrates were shown to
dramatically improve overall transmission. Although this work clearly demonstrated THz
SPPs, the substrate would typically be expected to support standard SPP modes due
to the plasma frequency residing in the THz region. The presence of sub-wavelength
apertures suggests a ‘spoof’ surface has been created, however, the dielectric properties
of the silicon, combined with the only slightly sub-wavelength nature of the apertures
would suggest that the observed effects are from standard SPPs, not ‘spoof’ SPPs.
The work of Qu et al. however was the first to display enhanced transmission through
a metallic sub-wavelength aperture array at THz frequencies [134], a regime in which
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metals should classically not be able to support SPP modes due to their PEC properties.
Lithographically patterned aluminium aperture arrays on high resistivity silicon substrates
displayed SPP resonances for both the metal-silicon and metal-air interfaces, with rectan-
gular apertures showing increased transmission and phase shift over their circular counter-
parts. Much sharper resonances have been observed for the case of free-standing metal
foil aperture arrays [154], owing to the increased coupling between SPPs on the front and
back of the array, as previously observed in the optical regime [146]. Here, resonances
continued out to 100 ps in the time domain, displaying a long SPP lifetime and ultimately
a long propagation distance. This work was also the first to test the dependence of the
metal on the SPP modes by sputtering optically thick silver on the original aluminium
foil. Resonances were found to appear at the same frequencies for each metal, with only
a change in the magnitude of the transmitted resonance being observed. This has been
confirmed in further work, where even poor conductors such as lead were found to sup-
port THz SPPs, with the transmitted intensity being dominated by the ratio of the real
to imaginary parts of the metals dielectric constant [155]. Interestingly, SPP resonances
have also been found to exist on metals whose thickness is less than the skin depth, with
the strength of the SPP resonance increasing with increasing thickness [156].
Much work has been undertaken to find the optimum conditions for SPPs in two-
dimensional aperture arrays at THz frequencies. With factors such as aperture dimen-
sions, shape, orientation, area, period and thickness of the array all playing important
roles, the degrees of freedom for such a catalogue of experiments are vast. Janke et al.
were the first to analyse the effect of varying aperture shape, where square apertures of
varying sizes were made in a doped silicon array [40]. Increased transmission was observed
for apertures of increasing size, however the resonances became broader, alluding to a
decreased surface lifetime for the SPPs with increasing aperture width. The resonances
observed in this experiment differed from the predictions calculated using equation 4.18,
due to the channelled grooves on the substrate, formed as a consequence of the fabri-
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cation process. The presence of these grooves will dramatically alter the coupling and
decoupling of SPPs and subsequent transmission through the apertures. The importance
of aperture orientation has also been demonstrated [135], with elliptical aperture arrays
in ultra-thin, doped silicon wafers. When the long axis of the ellipses was aligned perpen-
dicular to the polarisation of the E-field, strong transmission was observed for frequencies
well below that of the cut-off. Rotating the sample through 90◦ shifted the position of
the resonance to higher frequencies, whilst also drastically reducing the transmission. The
vast transmission for the initial orientation was attributed to the greater preservation of
beam polarisation, as confirmed in [157].
Further detailed studies investigating how the aperture shape affects the transmission
have been carried out using free standing metal foils [154]. Greater transmission was
found to occur for non-symmetric apertures over the symmetric case. This work also
displayed that as the aspect ratio of a rectangular aperture (aligned with the long axis
perpendicular to the polarisation of the E-field) was increased, the relative transmission was
decreased. Furthermore, results found in the optical regime, where a decreasing aperture
width redshifts the resonant frequency [158, 159], were not replicated here, with the
frequency remaining almost constant. Importantly, this work was the first to recognise the
onset of the SPP resonance occurring after that of the direct (non-resonant) transmission.
Such an analysis is only possible using time-domain techniques, where a single bipolar pulse
irradiates the sample. The time-domain analysis of this resonance also serves as a measure
of the lifetime (and ultimately propagation distance) of the SPPs on the surface of the
metal, via either an exponential fit to the decaying oscillation in the time-domain, or the
width of the resonance in the frequency domain.
Further work has analysed the effect of aperture diameter on the lifetime of SPPs
[158, 160]. Miyamaru et al. [160] were the first to provide fits to the lifetimes of SPPs,
showing a decrease in lifetime as the diameter of the aperture was increased. Neglecting
ohmic losses due to the high conductivity of metals at THz frequencies, this decrease in
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lifetime was attributed to the increased scattering cross section with increasing aperture
diameter, i.e. SPPs were scattered more frequently as there was less distance between
the apertures. It is interesting to point out that similar effects observed in the optical
regime, where time-domain data can not be obtained, explains these observations in terms
of localised surface plasmons or shape effects [143,159,161].
A further complication regarding the variation of aperture size is the magnitude of the
coupling which is believed to exist between the SPPs and the non-resonant transmission.
A detailed study by Han et al. [162] measured the transmittance of rectangular apertures
with varying widths. This study confirmed the results of previous work [163] in that
the normalised peak transmission decreases with increasing aperture width, however the
results were found also to differ in that a redshift in peak frequency was observed with
decreasing aperture width, in line with results observed in the optical regime [158, 159].
Further analysis revealed that the peak transmission initially increases, and subsequently
decreases, with increasing aperture width, suggesting the existence of an optimal width.
These results were interpreted using a Fano analysis. Typically, a Fano analysis provides
a method to describe the coupling between a resonant and a non-resonant process, as is
perceived to be the case for two-dimensional aperture arrays. Fano models have been used
to effectively model experimental results in the optical regime, matching the asymmetrical
resonance peaks often observed [164]. Han argues that with increasing aperture width, the
degree of coupling to SPPs increases, whilst both the cut-off frequency and metal-filling
fraction decreases; the latter two cases enabling a greater degree of non-resonant (direct)
transmission. Furthermore, Han calculates that the coupling constant between the two
regimes is found to increase with increasing aperture width. Han concludes his analysis by
stating that as the aperture width is increased, the combination of the increased direct
transmission, the increased excitation of SPPs and the increased coupling between these
two states leads to damping of the SPPs, broadening their resonance and shifting their
peak to higher frequencies. This onset of the negative impact of the direct transmission
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through increasingly broader apertures offers an explanation to the ‘optimum’ aperture
width.
There exists only one experiment in which the length of the aperture is varied whilst the
aperture width and two-dimensional period remain constant [165]. With the long axis of
the aperture being aligned perpendicularly to the polarisation of the E-field, as the length
of the aperture is increased, a redshift of the resonant frequency is observed. The authors
attribute this shift to changing resonance regimes; for short aperture lengths standard
SPP modes are thought to dominate, whilst localised SPPs govern the transmission for
longer aperture lengths. This classification was supported by analysing the same arrays
with two differing beam diameters. The arrays with the longest apertures, where localised
SPPs are thought to dominate, displayed very little change in transmission between the
two beam diameters. A much greater dependence was observed for the shorter apertures,
where a vast difference in transmission was observed due to the effective collecting area
of the array being reduced with the smaller beam diameter.
Further confirmation of this theory was presented by observing the change in peak
transmission frequency when paper was placed next to the array. The theoretical work
of Bravo-Abad et al. suggests apertures of larger dimensions have a greater proportion
of the E-field residing in the apertures, whilst smaller apertures have a greater proportion
residing on the metal surface [166]. This suggests larger apertures should be much less
sensitive to a change in the neighbouring dielectric for two reasons: firstly, any established
SPP is less dependent on the surface of the metal as a smaller proportion resides there;
whilst secondly, if the observed resonance is truly a localised SPP and only occurs due to
the specific geometry of a single aperture, it should be almost independent of the metal
surface. This was observed to be the case as the paper was introduced - the smaller
apertures saw a clear redshift in frequency whilst the larger apertures saw no shift.
Miyamaru et al. investigated the finite size effect for the transmission of aperture
arrays, finding that arrays with more than 20 apertures produced a good quality band pass
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filter, whilst only ten apertures were enough to observe EOT [167]. The work of Matsui
et al. investigated the transmission properties of random and aperiodic arrays [168].
Random arrays were found only to produce broad resonances which red shifted to lower
frequencies when aperture diameters were increased, suggesting waveguide cut-off was the
dominant transmission factor. This ruled out the existence of so called ‘shape resonances’
thought to exist for individual apertures. Aperiodic arrays, with 5, 12, and 18 degree
rotational symmetry were found to produce strong, sharp resonant features with ‘Fano’
asymmetrical appearances. One final work of merit is that by Qu et al., who observed
so called ‘fractal’ surface plasmons [157]. An abundance of resonances in the frequency
domain was attributed to the interference between SPPs propagating in all directions on
the metal aperture array. This work not only highlights the long propagation distances
involved with SPPs at THz frequencies, but the unrestricted propagation directions of
these excitations.
In conclusion, even with the great deal of research investigating the transmission prop-
erties of two-dimensional metal aperture arrays in the THz region of the EM spectrum, no
single theory has been found which allows resonances to either be explained or predicted.
THz-TDS provides an elegant method to study the lifetime and properties of SPPs, in-
cluding how they are strongly affected by aperture and lattice geometries. The Fano
interaction goes someway to matching the asymmetry of the resonances, yet offers no
real explanation as to the mechanisms involved with the coupling interaction on which it is
based. Any theory looking to explain the EOT anomaly must be able to explain, amongst
other factors, the observed blueshift and broadening of a resonance with increasing aper-
ture width parallel to the polarisation, the redshift and broadening observed as aperture
length perpendicular to the polarisation is increased, the change in frequency associated
with a change in period and the reason random arrays of apertures produce no resonance.
An elegant theory encompassing all of these occurrences will be presented in chapter 6.
Chapter 5
Near-Field Imaging with Plasmonic
Apertures
5.1 Introduction
Since its first demonstration in 1995 [169], THz imaging has rapidly become a popular
analysis tool for a variety of applications, ranging from chemical identification [29] to the
analysis of industrial processes [170]. One of the major drawbacks of the technique is the
relatively poor resolution one can achieve as a result of the wavelength scales involved.
In a constant battle against the Abbe diffraction limit (d ≈ λ/2), a variety of methods
have been adopted to improve or enhance spatial resolution, including the use of wire and
parallel plate waveguides [171, 172], polarisation imaging [173] and a range of near-field
microscopy techniques. The latter, commonly referred to as scanning near-field optical
microscopy (SNOM), can be divided into two separate techniques: apertureless SNOM,
where a small tip scatters the incident radiation and acts as a near-field probe [174],
and aperture SNOM, where a small hole acts as a sub-wavelength source. A variety
of aperture SNOM approaches have been explored, including micromachined waveguides
[175], dynamic apertures [176] and computational differential techniques [177].
As detailed in section 4.4, the transmitted intensity through sub-wavelength apertures
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decreases as (r/λ)4, limiting the dimensions of structures designed for aperture SNOM.
With the continued strive towards greater spatial resolution, the benefits of using smaller
apertures to improve image quality are heavily outweighed by the poor signal to noise one
can achieve in practice. The use of surface plasmons as an aid to enhance THz imaging
has been previously displayed in the literature, where SPPs have been used to increase
transmission through sub-wavelength apertures [44,139,178,179] and to improve spatial
resolution through localised SPP activity [180]. The former exploitation of SPPs will form
the focus of this chapter.
The realisation of ’bulls-eye’ apertures, a single sub-wavelength aperture surrounded
by periodic corrugations, was first demonstrated in the optical regime in 2001 [181]. The
first demonstration in the THz region focussed on the time-domain properties of the
transmission process, rather than exploring the potential enhanced transmission applica-
tions [138, 182, 183]. Collaborations between a selection of Japanese universities have
led to the use of bulls-eye apertures at THz frequencies, with a view to improve signal to
noise and spatial resolution for THz imaging purposes. These studies are based on the idea
that by increasing transmission through a single sub-wavelength aperture, it is possible to
move to smaller aperture dimensions, thus increasing spatial resolution whilst maintaining
good signal to noise. The first of the studies reported on the transmission properties of
a bulls-eye aperture with, and without, the presence of a Bragg structure to reflect SPP
modes back towards the aperture [44]. In 2005, the first demonstration of the achievable
spatial resolution of plasmonic apertures was presented, where resolution was improved
when corrugations featured on the exit side of the aperture only [179]. Here, an average
spatial resolution of 58 µm was achieved for a wavelength of 205 µm, demonstrating the
validity of the technique. Further work has presented the use of bow-tie apertures to
provide field enhancements, with no apparent sacrifice to spatial resolution [139].
The work presented in this chapter shows the development of bulls-eye structures
for THz frequencies using a novel, versatile fabrication technique, much improved from
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the chemical etching of steel plates previously demonstrated [179]. A THz QCL source is
used for the experiments, chosen for the spectrally pure, intense output qualities associated
with such devices. The characterisation of the beam profile exiting individual plasmonic
apertures is presented, followed by THz images of a drug dispersed in a pharmaceutical
drug coating, acquired using the apertures.
5.2 Fabrication of Initial Devices
As demonstrated in chapter 3, standard micromachining techniques can be used to fab-
ricate devices with dimensions that are comparable to the wavelength of THz radiation.
Here, a unique fabrication method employing the negative epoxy-based photoresist ‘SU-8
10’ was developed. SU-8 is commonly used for the creation of high aspect ratio struc-
tures [184], with one of the most common applications being microfluidic systems [185].
SU-8 becomes moderately absorbing above 1.6 THz [186], hindering its ability to create
effective THz devices. Those devices which do exist, utilise the material’s high aspect
ratio properties to create structures which are subsequently coated in metal, negating
any absorptions which would otherwise be incurred. Typical examples of these structures
demonstrate applications ranging from passband filters [187] to two-dimensional photonic
crystals [188]. With photoconductive antennas only producing a few µW of power, SU-8
is rarely used as a ‘transparent’ substrate in THz-TDS arrangements. The high pow-
ers associated with QCL sources, however, allow for large signals to be detected after
transmission through relatively thin layers (≈ 10 µm) of SU-8.
A novel fabrication process was proposed to create the bulls-eye structures using SU-
8. The design consisted of concentric SU-8 rings on a resistive (THz transparent) silicon
substrate. A sputter coating of metal applied to the structure would allow an aperture
to be defined, and for SPP modes to be generated and sustained due to the corrugated
structure. Figure 5.1 displays how the device is designed to be used for near-field imaging.
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The THz beam is focussed onto the silicon wafer, passes through the SU-8 layer, and
arrives at the metal surface where SPPs will be excited.
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the initial bulls-eye apertures.
Transmission through the aperture occurs via direct transmission, and secondary SPP
transmission. Although relatively simple to fabricate, these structures have three main
drawbacks; the THz beam has to pass through the moderately absorbing SU-8 layer, a
different metal-dielectric boundary exists on both sides of the aperture, and the corruga-
tions exist with an aperiodicity either side of of the device. These final two drawbacks lead
to reduced front-to-back SPP coupling, reducing the efficiency of the SPP transmission.
Despite the above deficiencies, the ease of fabrication of the devices with SU-8 offers a
cheap alternative to costly deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) which would be required to
fabricate the devices solely out of silicon.
Devices featuring 11 concentric corrugations with a period commensurate with the
wavelength of the 2.75 THz QCL source (109 µm) were designed. A range of devices
were fabricated with apertures being defined in the metallic layer, located in the central
corrugation. Aperture diameters ranging from 110 to 20 µm were used for the initial
experiments. To create the devices, a 10 µm thick layer of SU-8 was spin-coated on a
resistive, 300 µm thick silicon substrate (3000 rpm, 30 s). A two step bake consisting of
2 minutes at 65 ◦C followed by 5 minutes at 95 ◦C was carried out prior to UV exposure,
where a constant energy of 150 mJ cm−2 was used. A UV filter was placed above the mask
to minimise the exposure of the SU-8 to UV radiation with a wavelength less than 350
nm. Such filtering reduces the occurrence of negative sidewalls and alleviates ‘T-topping’
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of the resist. A post-exposure bake of one minute at 65 ◦C followed by two minutes at 95
◦C was carried out prior to development in EC (Ethylene Glycol) solvent for three minutes.
After development, a metal coating consisting of 20 nm of titanium (seed) and 150 nm of
gold was sputter coated onto the devices. A final lithography step allowed the apertures
to be defined in the metal, situated at the centre of the devices. A selection of SEM
images of one of the final devices can be seen in figure 5.2. This lithographic technique
provides many benefits over previously demonstrated fabrication methods, allowing bulk
production of arrays of apertures, integration with other machined elements and straight
forward tuning of the corrugation period by changing a single mask.
Figure 5.2: SEM images of the initial bulls-eye apertures featuring corrugations on both
the input and output facets of the device. a) to c) show the SU-8 structures, whilst d)
shows the final device, sputter coated in gold, with an aperture defined in the centre.
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5.3 Spatial Distribution Tests
To assess the intensity and spatial distribution of the beam exiting the apertures, an
optical arrangement, as depicted in figure 5.3, was constructed. A 90 ◦, 3 inch, F/2
off-axis parabolic mirror was used to collect and collimate the output from the QCL, and
a 45 ◦ F/3 mirror was used to focus the radiation through a long focal length, whilst
also ensuring a narrow beam diameter. A 2.75 THz, single-plasmon waveguide QCL was
used for the experiments [189]. Single-plasmon waveguide QCLs produce well confined
output beams, unlike the often divergent metal-metal waveguide designs [190]. After
coarse alignment of the parabolic mirrors to a fibre optic source, the cryostat housing the
QCL was moved into position. The precise location of the QCL was carefully adjusted
until a spatially uniform beam profile was achieved, verified from the results of scanning
a Golay cell, fitted with a macro aperture, across the focussed beam in both axes. An
array of apertures with varying diameters (both plasmonic and plain) was mounted on a
customised mirror mount, and attached to a 3-axis translation stage, granting 5 degrees
of spatial freedom (3-axis translation, 2-axis tilt) for precise alignment of the apertures at
the beam focus.
Figure 5.3: Diagram of the optical arrangement used to assess the spatial distribution of
the beam exiting the aperture.
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A fixed aperture-Golay separation of 5 mm was used to assess the beam intensity
profile. The Golay was mounted on an automated translation stage and scanned in 20
µm steps across the exit of the aperture. Intensity readings were taken as a direct reading
from the Golay cell, measured via a lock-in amplifier. The results obtained for both 65
µm diameter plain and plasmonic apertures can be seen in figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Spatial distribution of beams exiting 65 µm diameter plain and plasmonic
apertures.
The results of figure 5.4 clearly show the three-fold intensity increase obtained for
the sub-wavelength apertures when the plasmonic structures are present, confirming the
correct choice of corrugation periodicity for the QCL source. Interestingly, the plain
aperture produced a uniform intensity profile, whilst the plasmonic aperture featured two
large side lobes at an exit angle of ≈ ±40 ◦. The exact origin of these side lobes is
uncertain, however it was postulated the presence of corrugations on the output facet may
have led to decoupling of SPPs, fundamentally acting as further point sources. It is known
that structuring of the output facet of a plasmonic aperture can be used advantageously
for beam conditioning purposes [191], however, the simple fabrication procedure adopted
here does not allow for such configuration. The decision was taken to adopt a ‘planarised’
design, adapting the previously created structures such that corrugations were only present
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on the input facet of the structures.
5.4 Fabrication of ‘Planarised’ Devices
The results displayed in the previous section highlighted the possible need to remove the
corrugations present on the output facet of the device. By planarising the initial devices
with a further SU-8 layer (and coating in gold) however, corrugations would only exist on
the input facet. Such a device would seek to improve on the beam profile demonstrated
in figure 5.4, by eliminating the possible decoupling of SPPs by the corrugations on the
output facet. Furthermore, the planarising layer would reduce the possible out of phase
interference from front-to-back coupling of SPPs which will undoubtedly have occurred
on the initial devices, hindering their performance.
Figure 5.5: Fabrication process for the planarised bulls-eye apertures.
To create the planarised devices, the same processing was used to create the corru-
gated SU-8 structures as before, without defining the apertures (fig. 5.5a). A process
trial was undertaken to find the best method of planarising the corrugations. A layer of
SU-8 was spin coated over the devices (3000 rpm, 30 s), and left to rest for one minute,
before a further layer was deposited and spun (fig. 5.5b). Initial spin conditions of 3000
rpm, 50 s, were found to produce a planarised layer with substantial thickness (figs. 5.6
a & b). Increasing the spin speed to 3500 rpm greatly reduced the layer thickness whilst
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maintaining a flat, uniform layer (figs. 5.6 c & d). If the spin speed was increased further
however, the layer no longer remained flat, sagging in the regions between corrugations.
It was decided that spin conditions of 3500 rpm would be used in conjunction with an RIE
etch to thin the layer down to match the topography of the original corrugations.
Figure 5.6: SEM images of the planarisation layer. a) and b) show the layer using a spin
speed of 3000 rpm. c) and d) show the reduced thickness of the layer when a spin speed
of 3500 rpm was used.
After the same pre-exposure bake conditions, the SU-8 was exposed such that a 150
µm diameter region, large enough to define an aperture, was removed from the centre of
the structures (figs. 5.5c and 5.7a). After developing as before, the planarised layer was
thinned down to meet the height of the initial corrugations using an O2, SF6 plasma etch.
A further process trial was undertaken to find the correct etch duration and parameters.
Conditions of 150 mTorr, 200 W, 50 sccm O2, 2 sccm SF6, 20 ◦C for 4 min were found
to reduce to layer to ≈ 1 µm above the height of the initial corrugations (fig. 5.7a).
Increasing the etch to five minutes was sufficient to meet this height, effectively planarising
the device (fig. 5.7b). This process introduced an unavoidable surface roughness on the
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exit facet of the device, though the extremely sub-wavelength nature of this roughness
is not thought to hinder the device operation. After sputter coating the metals on the
planarisation layer, the apertures were redefined using two subsequent etch steps (fig.
5.5d). An SEM image of the planarisation layer with a defined aperture can be seen in
figure 5.7b.
Figure 5.7: SEM images of the planarised bulls-eye apertures. a) shows the layer after a
4 min RIE etch. b) shows the planarised layer after a 5min RIE etch, sputter coating of
metals and creation of an aperture.
5.5 Beam Profiles of ‘Planarised’ Devices
An identical optical arrangement as used in section 5.3 was adopted to test the beam
profile of the planarised devices. Figure 5.8 shows a typical result, with comparison to the
plain and corrugated devices presented previously.
The benefits of the planarisation layer are clearly evident. Transmission is seen to
increase for the planarised devices when compared to both the corrugated and plain aper-
tures. Clear detectable signals could be achieved with apertures as small as 30 µm di-
ameter, compared to 60 µm for the plain. The result that the planarised devices dis-
played greater transmission than the corrugated structures conflicts with data previously
presented in the literature, where double corrugated devices showed an overall increase
in transmission [179]. This discrepancy is thought to arise from the periodicity of the
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Figure 5.8: Spatial distribution of beams exiting 65 µm diameter planarised, corrugated
and plain apertures.
corrugations either side of the aperture in the corrugated devices. Here, aperiodic corru-
gations exist either side of the device. Destructive interference from out of phase SPP
activity will undoubtedly occur, reducing front-to-back SPP coupling and overall transmis-
sion [138,192,193]. The devices presented in [179] however, feature identical periodicities
either side of the device, supporting the observed increase in transmission due to strong
front-to-back SPP coupling.
A clear Gaussian like distribution was demonstrated with the planarised devices, with no
evidence of side lobes. The comparable beam waist of the planarised device compared with
the plain aperture shows the validity of this technique; transmission through an aperture
of equal size is dramatically increased by the periodic corrugations, with no sacrifice to
the beam quality.
To assess the achievable spatial resolution of the apertures, simple knife-edge exper-
iments were conducted. A knife-edge aperture separation of 60 µm was achieved, this
distance being verified by the image from a CCD mounted directly above the arrangement.
The knife-edge was scanned in front of the aperture in 1 µm steps until no further signal
could be detected. A 10 % - 90 % criteria was used to quantify the spatial resolution.
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A typical example of the results from the knife-edge experiments can be seen in figure
5.9. Spatial resolutions of 5 to 10 µm greater than the diameter of the aperture were
routinely achieved. Worthy of note is the field enhancement which occurs prior to the
knife-edge impinging on the aperture. Similar features have been reported previously in
the literature [179, 194], however, the exact cause of this feature is unknown. Possible
explanations are a reflection of the beam by the metallic knife-edge, or a decoupling of
SPPs caused by the near-field proximity of the blade.
Figure 5.9: An example of the results obtained from knife-edge experiment displaying 75
µm resolution from a 70 µm diameter aperture.
5.6 Imaging Results
With the apertures fully characterised, a series of imaging experiments were undertaken.
THz images of a series of commercial pharmaceutical drug coatings (Opadry II Clear),
fabricated under a variety of drying conditions, were taken. Free standing films were
fabricated by casting the polymer at 43◦C for 2 hours, before mounting on metallic wash-
ers. Further samples featured quartz carrier substrates, half of which were covered with
spray deposited films of the polymer. Finally, a cast sample mixed with a crystalline drug
compound was also imaged, with a view to highlight absorption differences related to
the crystalline/amorphous regions present in the sample. Absorption coefficients of 55
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and 100 cm−1 at 2.75 THz were measured for the drug and polymer respectively using
a THz-TDS arrangement. The final cast films had a typical surface roughness of 5 µm,
measured using a Talystep profilometer. A modified optical arrangement was used for
the imaging experiments, where a four parabolic system was adopted (as seen in figure
5.10). This layout increased the space available to mount and raster scan the samples in
the near-field of the aperture, negating the spatial constraints associated with Golay posi-
tioning experienced with the two parabolic arrangement. The longer optical path length,
combined with the fact the QCL emitted on a known water vapour absorption line [195],
resulted in the whole arrangement being encased in a nitrogen purged, metallic dry box,
to negate these absorptions as much as possible.
Figure 5.10: Diagram of the optical arrangement used for the near-field imaging experi-
ments.
Samples were mounted on an aluminium plate fastened to a vertically mounted au-
tomated X-Y translation stage arrangement. Images from a CCD mounted over the
arrangement allowed the sample-aperture distance to be measured accurately; the separa-
tion being controlled by a manual translation stage positioned underneath the X-Y stages.
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Aperture-sample separations of 80 µm were typically used for the experiments, whilst an
80 µm diameter aperture was used for all the results presented below. A LabView pro-
gram was written to automatically raster scan specified areas with user controlled step
sizes. The Golay signal was recorded at each point and outputted to a data file which
was subsequently read by a custom MATLAB code to plot the intensity data. Each data
point took ≈ 3 seconds to acquire. This time period, combined with the time associated
with stage movement, meant large area scans were time consuming.
The circular nature of the metallic washers used for mounting the samples was sharply
reproduced in each image, providing ideal reference points for the THz images. Figure 5.11
shows an example of the type of image obtained for the samples, showing the reproduction
of the washer confines. The large region of high intensity corresponds to where no film
was present, demonstrating the absorbing nature of the samples. A scaled version of this
image allows the slight inhomogeneities in the cast samples to be identified (figure 5.12).
Figure 5.11: Typical THz image obtained for a cast sample using 80 µm diameter pla-
narised plasmonic aperture.
The THz image shows the film to be moderately homogeneous in nature, with only
small variations in the detected signal over the whole area. Regions of higher transmission
can be seen to follow circular paths, mimicking the shape of the washer. This is thought
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Figure 5.12: Intensity scaled version of figure 5.11, highlighting slight inhomogeneities in
the cast sample.
to arise from slight damage to the film during mounting, where the sample will more
than likely have been stretched by pressure being applied in the unsupported region. The
ability to image using the plasmonic apertures with high resolution however, was clearly
demonstrated.
Results from the spray deposited sample can be seen in figure 5.13. Signal is much
reduced for this sample when compared to that in figure 5.11 due to Fresnel reflections
from the quartz substrate. Besides this, the signal to noise still allows for some interesting
features to be observed. One can clearly see the separation between the coated and
uncoated regions, along with the circular nature of the washer. The intensity variations
over the scanned area show distinct absorption differences, especially when taking into
account the reduced dynamic range of the detected intensities. Such variations arise from
the inhomogeneous thickness associated with the spray deposition technique. With spray-
coating techniques being commonplace in the pharmaceutical industry, and the growing
use of time-controlled drug delivery coatings, film homogeneity and analysis has become
increasingly necessary [196]. The technique demonstrated above provides an alternative
method for spray deposited film analysis, with higher spatial resolution than typically
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available with current methods.
Figure 5.13: THz image obtained for spray deposited sample on quartz substrate.
A further image, featuring a cast polymer sample with a dispersed crystalline drug,
was also acquired. The innate ability of THz radiation to detect differences between
amorphous and crystalline samples is often exploited, in both chemical [7] and biological
systems [77]. Absorption coefficients of 55 and 100 cm−1 at 2.75 THz were measured
for the drug and polymer, respectively, using a THz TDS arrangement. Only broadband
absorption was observed for the crystalline drug, with no frequency specific activity. The
absorption differences observed in figure 5.14 can be attributed to the distribution of the
crystalline drug, and amorphous polymer regions in the sample. An optical microscope
image of the same region suggests a fairly homogeneous layer should exist (figure 5.15a).
When the THz image is overlaid, the validity of this technique is clearly evident; only with
the THz image can the crystalline drug and the amorphous polymer regions be identified
(figure 5.15b). Furthermore, such detail is only achievable with the sub-wavelength spatial
resolution achieved using the plasmonic apertures. Finally, figure 5.16 shows the results
from a 50 µm step size scan of a region of high intensity (top left of fig. 5.14), displaying
the extremely fine detail which can be achieved if small step sizes are taken. With lengthy
acquisition times (of the order of one hour for fig. 5.14 for example), large area scans on
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such scales are unfortunately not feasible.
Figure 5.14: THz image obtained for a cast sample with dispersed crystalline regions,
identified by the areas of low transmission.
Figure 5.15: a) Optical microscope image of sample used in figure 5.14. b) Overlay of
THz and optical images, highlighting the crystalline and amorphous regions not visible in
the optical image.
In summary, the design and characterisation of plasmonic apertures for near-field THz
imaging purposes has been presented. The technique proved to be reliable and robust,
with little fluctuation in signal over the course of a full scan. While the raster scanning
technique used did produce some minor ‘streaking’ due to noise fluctuations, the main
source of the intensity fluctuations were clearly due to the sample. Spray deposited
samples were found to produce inhomogeneous layers, whilst cast samples are, on the
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Figure 5.16: Detailed THz image acquired using 50 µm steps displaying the fine detail
which can be achieved with this technique.
whole, uniform in nature. The inclusion of a crystalline compound in the amorphous
polymer is clearly evident in the THz image, although indistinguishable under an optical
microscope.
Chapter 6
Two-dimensional Aperture Arrays
6.1 Introduction
The mechanisms and equations describing the EOT of radiation through two-dimensional
aperture arrays were presented in chapter 4. Studies of these structures in the THz
(or FIR) region date back to the work of Ulrich in 1966 [123]. As detailed in section
4.6.4, further work by Ulrich in 1974 was the first to point towards the existence of
surface modes to explain the transmission properties of such structures [125]. More
recent literature supports the view that the extraordinary transmission is surface plasmon
assisted, confirmed by the temporal waveforms acquired by THz-TDS studies [133,134].
The review of THz studies on two-dimensional aperture arrays presented in section 4.6.4.3,
found that the literature still upholds a range of theoretical interpretations describing
the transmission process. Surface plasmon lifetime considerations [160] and Fano-type
interpretations [162] are the two predominant contesting theories, however neither can be
used to explain all the observed effects. Any unified theory must be able to explain: the
blueshift observed with increasing aperture width, the observed redshift with increasing
aperture length, the broadening of resonances as aperture area is increased, and the
preferential alignment of apertures - in which the long axis of the aperture being aligned
perpendicular to the beam polarisation produces the strongest resonances. It is strikingly
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Reference Period (µm) Aperture Shape Aperture dimensions (µm) Array Material Observed Metal-Air Resonance (THz)
J. G. Rivas et al., [133] 400 Square 70 × 70 Square n-type silicon 0.75
Qu et al., [134] 160 Rectangle, Circle 80 ×, 100  Square Aluminium on silicon 1.88
Qu et al., [157] 60 Rectangle 15 × 30 Square Aluminium on silicon 5.00
Yoshida et al., [197] 254 Square 180 × 180 Square Free-standing metal 1.18
Yoshida et al., [198] 120 Square 85 × 85 Square Free-standing metal 2.50
Miyamaru et al., [199] 1130 Circle 680  Hexagonal Free-standing metal 0.27
Miyamaru et al., [200] 1000 Circle 500  Hexagonal Free-standing metal 0.30
Miyamaru et al., [167] 1130 Circle 680  Hexagonal Free-standing metal 0.27
Miyamaru et al., [165] 500 Rectangle 150 x 190, 210, 260, 310, 450 Square Free-standing aluminium 0.59 - 0.35
Yoshida et al., [41] 76.3 Square 53 × 53 Square Free-standing metal 3.93
Miyamaru et al., [160] 1130 Circle 500 - 800  Hexagonal Free-standing aluminium 0.288 - 0.252
Azad et al., [156] 160 Rectangle 100 × 80 Square Metal on silicon 1.88
Azad et al., [135] 160 Ellipse 75 × 45 Square n-doped silicon 1.60
Han et al., [162] 160 Rectangle 120 × 40 - 140 Hexagonal Aluminium on silicon 0.49 - 1.63
Han et al., [42] 160 Rectangle 80 × 100 Square Aluminium on silicon 1.95
Tian et al., [201] 500 Circle 250  Hexagonal Free-standing stainless steel 0.6
Janke at al., [40] 400 Square 45 × 45 - 130 × 130 Square n-doped silicon 0.58 - 0.60
Table 6.1: Selection of two-dimensional arrays used for THz studies.
obvious how aperture dimensions and orientations govern the transmission process. Table
6.1 displays a selection of the wide range of aperture dimensions that have been studied
in the literature, demonstrating the tuning abilities of the structures.
Very few examples exist in the literature which systematically investigate the effects
of aperture dimensions on the transmission properties of these structures. Those which
do exist only vary one aspect at a time, for example aperture width [162], length [165]
and shape [163]. This approach does not allow for complete descriptions to be formed,
demonstrating why the combined effects of changing aperture dimensions are not under-
stood.
The work featured in this chapter was motivated by the need to understand the com-
bined effects of varying all aspects of two-dimensional arrays, including aperture shape,
area and aspect ratio, with the ultimate aim of providing a unified model to describe the
behaviour. Such a model would allow resonances to by engineered from an array design
perspective, allowing devices to be fabricated with sharper resonances. Sharp resonances
are desirable if these devices are to be exploited for sensor applications [42, 197, 201].
Systematic THz-TDS studies of free-standing two-dimensional electroformed copper ar-
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rays has led to the development of a qualitative model which allows resonance shifts
and broadening effects to be predicted. The model is based on a time-of-flight analogy,
previously demonstrated for bulls-eye apertures [183]. The time-domain measurements
presented below have also allowed the SPP dependence on the single-cycle THz pulse to
be identified for the first time.
6.2 Fabrication of Free-Standing Arrays
Free-standing arrays are known to produce sharper resonances, due to increased front-to-
back coupling of SPPs either side of the array [146,154]. A single metal-dielectric interface
not only makes recognition of resonance modes in the frequency domain a much simpler
task, but eliminates the possibility of Wood’s anomalies overlapping with resonance peaks
- an event possibly observed in [198]. For these reasons, free-standing metallic arrays were
used for the systematic experiments. A novel fabrication technique using electroformed
copper, combined with standard lithographic techniques was devised to create the arrays.
To begin, a 30 nm titanium seed was evaporated onto a silicon wafer, on top of which a
80 nm gold layer was evaporated (fig. 6.1a). This metallic layer provided the electrical
contact necessary for the electroforming process. A three layer photoresist process was
used to patten 50 µm high isolated islands of resist (fig. 6.1b), around which copper would
be electroplated to create the arrays. Resist AZ9260 was spin coated at 500 rpm for 10
seconds, followed by 50 seconds at 1500 rpm. After waiting for two minutes, the resist
was baked at 95 ◦C for seven minutes before a one minute cooling step. This spin/bake
process was repeated twice, after which an edge bead removal step was undertaken prior
to a one hour bake at 95 ◦C. The resist was then left for 24 hours before further processing
to ensure all solvents were removed from the resist. After exposure through a light field
mask for 215 seconds, the resist was developed in 3:1 H2O:AZ400K developing solution
for approximately five minutes (until clear).
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Figure 6.1: Fabrication process for the copper foil sub-wavelength aperture arrays.
Copper electroforming using a commercial copper plating solution (Via-fill 3000), sac-
rificial copper anode, and constant current of 45 mA created a copper foil on the gold
surface of the wafer (cathode), which, after 45 minutes, was ≈ 30 µm thick (fig. 6.1c).
After removing the photoresist in acetone (fig. 6.1d), the copper foil could be peeled di-
rectly from the gold seed due to the poor adhesion between the two metals. This produced
free-standing, copper foils featuring sub-wavelength aperture arrays (fig. 6.1e). Metallic
regions as small as 10 µm could be fabricated between apertures, allowing a vast range
of aperture aspect ratios to be created. Nine individual 1 cm2 arrays could be arranged
on each individual two-inch foil. SEM images showing typical examples of the foils can be
seen in figure 6.2.
For the systematic experiments, it was decided that the period of the apertures would
be kept constant at 300 µm, corresponding to a frequency of 1 THz, the peak frequency
of the THz-TDS arrangement used. Rectangular and elliptical apertures would be studied
as a function of aperture area and aspect ratio. Throughout the following sections,
aperture width refers to the short axis, whilst aperture length refers to the long axis. If
dimensions of apertures are quoted, the nomenclature width × length will be used. To
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Figure 6.2: SEM images of the copper foil sub-wavelength aperture arrays.
compare results for aperture area, the total open area of each array was kept constant, i.e.
arrays with larger apertures would feature fewer apertures. Aperture areas of 6400, 8100,
10000 and 14400 µm2 were investigated. To compare the aspect ratio results, each
individual aperture area was kept constant, with the aspect ratio changing accordingly.
A typical example of the results for these structures can be seen in figure 6.3. Clearly
evident is a well defined oscillation in the time domain, characteristic of a transmission at
a specific frequency. This is confirmed when looking at the FFT of such a trace, where
a sharp peak is observed in the frequency domain. This peak corresponds to the SPP
mediated transmission, which occurs at a wavelength close to the periodicity of the array,
as theoretically described in equation 4.18.
The following section will outline a proposed time-of-flight model to explain the com-
prehensive results of the systematic experiments presented in section 6.4. This model can
be applied to square, triangular and hexagonal lattice arrangements, however, the model
will be presented for a square lattice type to help to visualise and explain the effects. The
experimental results presented in section 6.4 will demonstrate the effects for a triangular
lattice arrangement.
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Figure 6.3: Time (a) and frequency (b) domain results from a typical copper foil array,
displaying the sharp resonance obtained with the free-standing devices.
6.3 Time-of-Flight Model
Here, a qualitative time-of-flight (TOF) model will be outlined as a possible explanation of
the observed EOT through two-dimensional arrays of sub-wavelength apertures. A similar
theory has been presented for the case of bulls-eye apertures [138,182,183]. This model
suggests the periodic oscillations observed in the time-domain are not from a coherent
oscillation of the electron plasma at the metal-dielectric boundary. The authors argued the
periodic oscillations occur due to periodic decoupling of SPPs at the aperture. As SPPs
are initiated by the presence of the sub-wavelength periodic corrugations, those further
away from the aperture will undoubtedly take longer to reach the aperture and decouple,
hence, they have a longer TOF. In the same manner, SPPs initiated by corrugations
residing closer to the aperture have less distance to travel and therefore have a shorter
TOF. The successive decoupling of SPPs initiated by corrugations at ever increasing radii
leads to the periodic oscillations in the time domain, resulting in an observed resonance
in the frequency domain.
To introduce our description, knowledge of the coupling and decoupling mechanisms
of SPPs is required, as well as an understanding of their propagation direction. Aperture
edges act as points at which incident radiation can initiate SPPs, and conversely, SPPs
can be decoupled into free space radiation. Once initiated, SPPs propagate radially away
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from an aperture, with their preferential direction being parallel to the polarisation of the
electric field [202]. When the SPPs arrive at an aperture edge, they decouple from the
metal-dielectric boundary, and continue to propagate as free space radiation. A small
proportion of this radiation is transmitted through the aperture, allowing for subsequent
detection, whilst the remaining majority re-couples as an SPP on the far side of the
aperture. The SPP continues along the metal-dielectric boundary, losing a fraction of its
intensity from decoupling events at each aperture edge. The initiation and decoupling
process is depicted in figure 6.4a.
Figure 6.4: Graphical representation of the initiation and decoupling of SPPs. SPPs are
represented by red arrows. Free space radiation from the decoupling of an SPP is rep-
resented by white arrows. Such radiation initiates further SPPs at subsequent aperture
edges. Free space radiation from an SPP decoupling event which is transmitted through
an aperture is represented by green arrows. a) SPPs travelling along their preferential
direction. Successful decoupling occurs at each aperture edge, converting the SPP into
free space radiation. b) SPPs travelling along their less favoured direction. As the metallic
regions between apertures are so sub-wavelength compared to decoupled free space radi-
ation, re-coupling of SPPs at nearest neighbour apertures is not guaranteed. Radiation
travels to a mixture of nearest and next-nearest neighbours for re-coupling, producing
multiple times of flight.
The periodic nature of the aperture array will produce periodic decoupling events, thus
leading to a periodic signal in the time-domain. Furthermore, the amplitude of this signal
can be expected to decay in time as the intensity of the SPPs is decreased due to multiple
decoupling events along the array. The periodic signal detected in the time domain leads
to a transmission peak in the frequency domain.
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Aligning apertures such that their long axis lies perpendicular to the polarisation of the
electric field ensures effective SPP generation in their preferential direction. This align-
ment also increases the chances of successful decoupling events, as SPPs propagating in
the preferential direction have a greater aperture length along which to decouple. Small
apertures lead to inefficient coupling of SPPs due to their extremely sub-wavelength na-
ture, whilst decoupling is also affected as there is less chance of a successful decoupling
event due to the small aperture lengths. If apertures are made too large, however, the
metallic regions between the apertures become extremely sub-wavelength compared to
the decoupled free space radiation. These regions no longer act as efficient points at
which free space radiation from a previous decoupling event can re-couple to SPPs. In
this regime, radiation travels to a mixture of nearest and next-nearest neighbours before
a successful re-coupling event occurs. This process is displayed in figure 6.4b.
Having established the mechanisms required for efficient coupling and decoupling of
SPPs, we can now introduce our TOF model which can be used to describe the significant
effects observed when aperture dimensions are changed in both dimensions. The time
taken for an SPP to decouple is determined by the distance of metal between apertures,
namely (per iod −width)/vSPP where vSPP is ≈ 0.94c [107]. If the width of an aperture
were to be increased, the distance between aperture edges would be decreased; thus,
SPP decoupling events would be expected to occur more frequently - i.e. they have a
shorter TOF. This shorter TOF will produce more frequent oscillations in the temporal
waveforms, leading to a blueshift in the observed resonant frequency. For example, an
increase in aperture width of 10 µm with a 300 µm period would correspond to a blueshift
of ≈ 0.047 THz.
If the width of the aperture is increased too much however, the metallic regions between
apertures become extremely sub-wavelength compared to decoupled free space radiation,
thus leading to next-nearest neighbour events (fig. 6.5). This process leads to longer
times between the initiation and subsequent decoupling of further SPPs, increasing its
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TOF. The mix of nearest- and next-nearest neighbour events leads to a broadening of
the resonant frequency with increasing aperture width due to the two competing times of
flight. Such effects have been displayed previously in the literature [162], where as nearest
neighbour events remained the dominant decoupling mechanism, an overall blueshift was
observed as aperture width was increased. Significant broadening of the resonance was
observed as the aperture width was increased further, owing to the existence of next-
nearest neighbour events.
Figure 6.5: Graphical representation of the decoupling of SPPs. a) Ideal scenario where
nearest neighbour events exist in both axes with good decoupling of SPPs in the prefer-
ential direction due to the large aperture length. b) Incorrect aperture orientation reduces
likelihood of SPP re-coupling in the preferential direction due to small aperture lengths.
Next-nearest neighbour events are also observed in the preferential direction. c) High
aspect ratio apertures increase SPP decoupling in preferential direction, however only
next-nearest neighbour events exist in the vertical axis, leading to a red-shift and broaden-
ing of the detected resonance. d) For extremely large apertures, next-nearest neighbour
events exist in both axes leading to multiple times of flight and a distinct red-shift and
broadening of the detected resonance.
As detailed above, it is essential to align the long axis of apertures perpendicular to
the polarisation of the electric field. If aligned in the orthogonal direction (short axis
perpendicular to E-field) SPPs travelling in their preferential direction suffer from two
problems: there is only a small width on which decoupling can occur (an aperture’s short
axis) and the metallic regions between apertures are more likely to be sub-wavelength
(fig. 6.5b). With correct alignment, if an aperture length is increased, next-nearest
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neighbour events become increasingly common in the vertical direction, increasing the
TOF of SPPs (fig. 6.5c). This causes both a redshift and broadening of the resonant
frequency. Precisely these effects have been demonstrated previously in the literature
[165]. For the case where an aperture width and length are increased simultaneously, a
trade-off is established. An increase in width will result in a blueshift (and slight broadening
of the resonance), whilst an increase in length will produce both a redshift and greater
broadening. To engineer resonances from an array design perspective, the aspect ratio of
the apertures must be altered. To produce sharp resonances, an optimum aspect ratio will
exist; the aperture’s width must be small enough such that nearest neighbour decoupling
is guaranteed. The length however must provide the aperture with sufficient asymmetry
such that SPPs travelling in the preferential direction have a large length on which to
decouple, without being so long that it causes a strong redshift, and broadening of the
pulse, due to next-nearest neighbour events in the transverse direction.
6.4 Experimental Results
The extensive experimental results presented below provide evidence to support the time-
of-flight model for the case of two-dimensional aperture arrays. The results confirm those
previously displayed in the literature, studying the combined effects of changing aperture
shape, area, aspect-ratio and lattice arrangement on the THz-TDS temporal waveform.
The detailed study serves as a design point for the THz community wishing to engineer
specific resonances from such structures.
6.4.1 Symmetric and Asymmetric Apertures
Square, circular and regular hexagonal aperture shapes, with 6400 µm2 areas, were tested
in both square and triangular lattice arrangements. In all cases, no evidence of enhanced
transmission was observed for these symmetrical apertures, even in asymmetric lattice
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arrangements. The frequency domain data shows the apertures act as waveguide cut-
offs, allowing less low frequency radiation through (fig. 6.6).
Figure 6.6: a) Temporal waveform and associated FFT recorded for the case of an 80
µm × 80 µm square aperture in a triangular lattice arrangement. b) FFT of temporal
waveform with comparison to FFT of free space reference, highlighting the low frequency
cutoff effect of the square apertures. Such behaviour was replicated for all symmetrical
aperture shapes, irrespective of lattice arrangement.
Although not observed here, strong resonances have been displayed previously for both
square [163] and circular [160] apertures in the THz regime. These studies, however,
used much larger apertures than those described here (when scaled to the wavelength).
Larger apertures increase the probability of SPP decoupling events, explaining the results
of previous investigations. The small apertures used in this demonstration highlight the
points made in section 6.3: small apertures serve as poor coupling points for SPPs due to
their sub-wavelength nature; furthermore, the reduced aperture dimensions result in less
common SPP decoupling, leading to poor (or even zero) SPP transmission.
Introducing asymmetry into an aperture with the same area, produced strong SPP
transmission. Figure 6.3a displays a typical example of enhanced transmission exhibited by
a 40 µm × 160 µm rectangular aperture array in a triangular lattice arrangement, residing
on the same foil as the square aperture array displayed above. One can immediately
observe a pronounced temporal oscillation, attributed to the successive decoupling of
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SPPs, producing the transmission peak shown in figure 6.3b.
The exemplary resonances can be attributed to the sub-wavelength thickness of the
foils, the smooth surface of the metal from the electroforming process (therefore reducing
ohmic and scattering losses) and strong front-to-back coupling of SPPs due to the free
standing nature of the arrays. A transmission peak is observed at 0.85 THz, with a FWHM
of 0.14 THz. A characteristic Wood’s anomaly can be observed at 1.14 THz, evident
from the reduced transmission at this frequency. An eight-fold increase in transmission
is observed for the peak frequency over that which would be assumed by taking the ratio
of aperture area to array area, assuming 100 % transmission through each aperture.
Realistically, the transmission increase is greater than this as 100 % aperture transmission
is not achieved in practice, and instead scales with (radius/λ)4 [115]. Furthermore,
when one considers the fact that the width of the apertures is well below the cut-off for
a standard waveguide, this enhancement is even more astonishing.
SPP transmission is clearly apparent with these asymmetric apertures, even though
the aperture area was the same as that used in the symmetric case. The increased length
of the long axis serves as an efficient point to both couple and decouple SPPs in their
preferential direction. This result highlights the importance of aperture dimensions and
alignment if SPP transmission is to be observed. Furthermore, this result emphasises the
effect is not simply due to aperture cutoff. The square apertures presented in figure 6.6
were sub-wavelength in both dimensions, meaning any effects relating to aperture cutoff
should still be evident. Instead, no enhanced transmission was observed. As EOT is only
observed for the case of asymmetric apertures (where cutoff only exists in one dimension),
an SPP mechanism, not cutoff effect, can be concluded.
6.4.2 Effects of Changing Aperture Area
The effects of changing aperture area were investigated for three different areas (8100,
10000 and 14400 µm2) with a fixed array periodicity (300 µm), the results of which
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can be seen in figure 6.7. As the aperture area is increased, the overall transmission
can be seen to increase. Peak transmission can be seen to redshift with increasing area,
with peaks observed at 0.79, 0.76 and 0.70 THz for the 8100, 10000 and 14400 µm2
respectively. Broadening of the resonant peak is also observed as the area is increased,
with FWHM results of 0.12, 0.16 and 0.20 THz being recorded. Considering these results
from a TOF perspective, an increase in aperture width would be expected to produce
a blueshift in peak transmission. Conversely, as the aperture length is increased, next-
nearest neighbour events occur due to the sub-wavelength nature of the metallic regions,
leading to a redshift and broadening of the peak transmission. As the aspect ratios of the
apertures were kept similar, the aperture lengths were increased more than the aperture
widths with increasing area. Thus, the effects of increasing aperture length outweighed
those of increasing the width, explaining the observed redshift and broadening of the
peaks.
Figure 6.7: Temporal waveforms recorded for elliptical apertures in a triangular lattice
arrangement with three different areas - 8100, 10000 and 14400 µm2 (a, b and c respec-
tively), with associated FFTs. The acronym a. r. denotes aspect ratio.
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As the sum of the aperture areas was kept constant between arrays, those featuring
larger apertures featured fewer apertures. This fact can be observed in the temporal
waveforms. Many more oscillations are observed using smaller apertures (fig. 6.7a)
compared to those with larger apertures (fig. 6.7c). Arrays with fewer apertures have
less points at which decoupling can occur, hence one would expect to see fewer temporal
oscillations. Furthermore, if only next-nearest neighbour events occur, there will be even
less transmitted radiation, resulting in fewer oscillations in the temporal waveform.
6.4.3 Effects of Increasing Aperture Aspect Ratio
Further investigations were carried out to study the effects of changing the aspect ratio
of an aperture whilst maintaining a fixed aperture area and array periodicity (300 µm).
Elliptical apertures arranged in a triangular lattice with aperture areas of 6400 µm2 were
investigated. Aspect ratios of 1: 2.3, 3.3, 5.1, 6.7 and 9.1 were used, with the latter
having just 28 µm of copper between apertures parallel to the long axis. The results are
displayed in figure 6.8. Immediately apparent is the large increase in amplitude observed
as the aspect ratio is increased. Peak transmission frequencies of 1.03, 0.97, 0.79, 0.76
and 0.67 THz are seen to redshift with increasing aspect ratio, further supporting the
TOF model: increasing aspect ratio decreases the widths of the aperture, broadening
the metallic region between apertures parallel to the short axis. This increased distance
leads to greater time between successive decoupling events, and an observed redshift in
the peak transmitted frequency. Furthermore, increasing the aspect ratio increases the
likelihood of next-nearest neighbour events along the direction parallel to the long axis,
enhancing the observed redshift.
These results display the same characteristics as those in section 6.4.2 with respect
to the number of oscillations from successive SPP decoupling events. Fewer oscillations
are observed with increasing aspect ratio, with the exception of figure 6.8a. Here, poor
transmission is achieved with very few evident oscillations. The reason for such poor
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Figure 6.8: Temporal waveforms and associated FFTs recorded for 6400 µm2 area elliptical
apertures in a triangular lattice arrangement featuring different aspect ratios.
SPP activity is three-fold. Firstly, the apertures are extremely sub-wavelength in both
dimensions meaning the apertures no longer serve as good coupling mechanisms to initi-
ate SPPs. Secondly, SPPs which are initiated along the preferential direction have less
chance of successfully decoupling due to the short aperture length. Finally, if a successful
decoupling event does occur, the sub-wavelength nature of the aperture will restrict the
transmission of the decoupled radiation. This result shows that a minimum size does exist
for apertures when tuning resonances for a specific frequency.
6.5 Onset of SPP Decoupling and Dependence on Pulse
Polarity
The onset of SPP decoupling has been previously identified in the literature, and is seen
to occur in time after the direct transmission of the initial pulse through the apertures
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[154, 160, 203]. However, such work has failed to explain why SPP transmission occurs
after the main pulse, why such transmission is observed as a bipolar oscillation and how
the polarity of the THz pulse dictates the propagation direction of SPPs. Analysis of the
temporal waveforms and their derivatives allow the onset of SPP activity to be clearly
identified. Figure 6.9 shows the temporal waveform acquired for a hexagonal array of
elliptical apertures. The highly symmetrical nature of the hexagonal array was adopted to
emphasise the observed effects. As in previous work, two clear regions can be identified;
an initial direct transmission of the THz radiation through the aperture, followed by an
oscillation from SPP transmission. The oscillatory nature of this transmission provides
insight into how the polarity of each half cycle of the initial THz pulse dictates SPP
propagation, analogous to how an A.C. signal demonstrates a current direction. It is
argued the first half cycle of the THz pulse initiates SPPs across one direction of the
array (labelled SPP+), whilst the second half cycle, of opposite polarity, initiates SPPs in
the opposing direction (SPP−) later in time, the process being depicted in figure 6.10.
When the SPPs arrive at an aperture edge, decoupling occurs, leading to a re-radiation
of the THz pulse; the first half cycle of the pulse is re-radiated by SPP+ decoupling
events, whilst the second half cycle is re-radiated later in time by SPP− contributions.
This constant decoupling from SPP+ and SPP− events across the array produces the
characteristic oscillatory signal in the temporal waveform.
Analysis of the first and second derivatives of a temporal waveform (fig. 6.9b), allows
the onset of SPP activity to be clearly identified through its convolution with the initial
THz pulse. Time t1 identifies a peak in the second derivative of the temporal function,
corresponding to a change in its gradient. This point in time is the onset of the first
decoupling event of an SPP+, convolved with the direct transmission of the second half
cycle of the initial THz pulse. The convolution of these two processes produce the change
in gradient observed in the temporal waveform. Time t2 corresponds to the main decou-
pling of an SPP+. Time t3 identifies a further peak in the second derivative, arising from
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Figure 6.9: a) Temporal waveform for elliptical apertures arranged in a hexagonal lattice.
b) 1st and 2nd derivatives of (a) (red and green respectively). The arrows identify the
onset of SPP decoupling (t1 and t3), and the times of the main decoupling from SPP+
and SPP− contributions (t2 and t4 respectively).
the convolution between the end of the first SPP+ decoupling event, and the onset of the
first decoupling event from SPP−. Finally time t4 corresponds to the main decoupling of
an SPP−. Subsequent re-radiation from alternate SPP+ and SPP− decoupling events at
apertures across the array cause the oscillatory signal in the temporal waveform.
6.5.1 TOF Summary
A qualitative time-of-flight model has been presented for the case of two-dimensional
sub-wavelength aperture arrays at THz frequencies. This model is supported by system-
atic investigations into the effects of changing an aperture area, aspect ratio and shape.
Oscillations observed in the temporal waveforms lead to transmission peaks in the fre-
quency domain. Such activity can be explained as successive SPP decoupling events, not
an inherent oscillation of the surface conduction electrons. This model, combined with
knowledge of SPP propagation, can be used to explain all observed effects on the peak
transmission frequency when changing aperture dimensions. Increasing the width of an
aperture serves to reduce the propagation time of a SPP, as it requires less time to reach
an aperture edge and decouple. Doing so, produces a blueshift in the peak transmitted
frequency. Increasing the length of an aperture leads to next-nearest neighbour events
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Figure 6.10: Graphical representations of the SPP contribution from a single aperture
showing the propagation direction dependence on the THz pulse polarity. The red half
of the THz pulse represents the first, positive half cycle, initiating SPP+s, represented by
red beams. The blue half of the THz pulse represents the second, negative half cycle,
initiating SPP−s, represented by blue beams. a) SPP+ excitation from the positive half
cycle of the THz pulse. The green beam in b) shows the first decoupling event of an
SPP+, occurring whilst the second half cycle of the THz pulse is directly transmitted.
along this direction. Such activity results in a longer time between successive decoupling
events, producing an observed redshift and broadening of the peak transmitted frequency.
The same line of argument also serves to explain why aperture alignment is essential; if
the short axis of an aperture is aligned perpendicular to the preferred SPP direction, the
SPPs have less chance of undergoing successful decoupling, next-nearest neighbour events
are also induced, and minimal SPP transmission is observed. For small area apertures,
correctly aligned asymmetric shapes display the best SPP transmission due to the greater
decoupling of SPPs along their preferential direction. Larger apertures exhibit increased
SPP transmission due to greater decoupling of SPPs in both directions along their longer
aperture edges. If the aperture area is increased too much however, next-nearest neigh-
bour events occur leading to a broadening of the transmission peak. Although this model
fails to take into account any diffraction effects, which undoubtedly have a great influence
on the transmission properties of these arrays, the model provides a successful analogy
which correctly predicts all aspects of EOT, and its dependence on aperture geometry.
The temporal properties of SPP propagation direction and the dependence on the
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polarity of the single cycle THz pulse have also been displayed. Each half cycle of the inci-
dent THz pulse initiates SPPs in opposing directions across the array. Opposing polarities
are observed in the temporal waveforms due the successive decoupling of the SPPs with
opposite propagation directions.
Ultimately, the thorough experimental investigation presented above, has enabled sharp
resonances to be engineered for sensor applications. The copper foils may have further
applications as calibration substrates for THz-TDS systems. The use of fast optical delay
lines does not typically allow for the extraction of frequency specific information due to
the non-linear velocity of the mirror arrangements. By determining the exact frequency
response of an aperture array using standard THz-TDS techniques, placing the same array
in a THz-TDS arrangement featuring a fast optical delay line may allow data extraction
techniques to be calibrated to enable precise frequency domain data to be obtained.
6.6 Hybrid SPP Device
Extraordinary transmission has been presented for the case of periodic corrugations flank-
ing a single, sub-wavelength aperture (chapter 5) and the work presented above demon-
strated the same phenomena for a two-dimensional array of apertures. Here, a hybrid
device featuring a single row of sub-wavelength apertures surrounded by periodic corruga-
tions is presented. It was hypothesised that the commensurate periods of the apertures
and corrugations would ensure that SPPs generated by either mechanism would combine
in phase, demonstrating high transmission efficiencies. Such a structure is not known
to have been demonstrated previously in the literature, either in the optical or the THz
regimes.
To fabricate the device, a two stage electroforming process was devised, developing
the process presented in section 6.2. After electroforming a single row of apertures (fig.
6.11b), a further three layer resist was spun and baked as before (fig. 6.11c). The
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resist was exposed, such that isolated islands remained in the previously defined apertures,
whilst also defining the corrugations (fig. 6.11d). A further electroforming step (fig.
6.11e) created the structures displayed in figure 6.12. The further bake step associated
with the second resist process caused an annealing of the copper and gold layers, meaning
the foil could no longer be simply peeled off the wafer. For this reason, a copper-chrome
electroplating seed was used, with the device being left in 85◦C KOH to dissolve the silicon
wafer. A nitrogen gun was then used to remove the copper and chrome layers remaining
in the apertures.
Figure 6.11: Fabrication process for the hybrid aperture array-corrugated device.
To test the devices, a single row of apertures without corrugations was placed in the
THz-TDS system. Enhanced plasmonic transmission was observed, as displayed in the
oscillatory green trace in figure 6.13. Although only a very small signal was detected,
the transmission through this small number of apertures is astonishing considering their
sub-wavelength nature.
The temporal oscillations produced a peak in the frequency domain at 0.85 THz. With
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Figure 6.12: SEM images of the hybrid aperture array-corrugated device.
a total beam area to aperture area ratio of 1:0.00025, 35 times greater transmission was
observed than that classically expected from direct transmission. The black and red traces
show the ‘super’ extraordinary transmission displayed with the hybrid device - caused by a
combination of the SPPs from the corrugations and the one dimensional periodic aperture
array. Here, 400 times greater transmission was observed at 0.85 THz than that classi-
cally expected from the beam area to aperture area ratio. Thus, by simply surrounding the
apertures with periodic corrugations, a 13-fold increase in transmission was induced. The
transmission figures quoted above assume 100 % transmission through sub-wavelength
apertures. Such transmission actually scales with (r/λ)4, as described by Bethe [115],
meaning the quoted transmission values are therefore underestimates. Interestingly, com-
parable transmission is achieved when the corrugations faced away from the THz source,
demonstrating the importance of SPPs on the far side of devices. Such activity has been
observed previously for the case of bulls-eye apertures [138], demonstrating that if periodic
corrugations could be made on both sides of this hybrid device, even greater transmission
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Figure 6.13: a) Time-domain results showing the magnitude of SPP activity, clearly
demonstrating EOT. b) Corresponding FFT.
should be observed.
The exceptionally strong transmission is termed ‘super’ EOT. These vast transmission
efficiencies can be attributed to the combined effects of SPP modes due to the com-
mensurate periodicity of the apertures and corrugations. Two-dimensional aperture arrays
are known to exhibit a redshifted frequency response from that predicted by the period-
icity [39]. Further enhancements in transmission may be possible by matching the actual
frequency response of both the apertures and the corrugations, as opposed to presuming
an identical response from the periodicity alone.
This structure opens up the possibility of THz plasmonic sensing platforms. A pow-
dered sample could be placed in the corrugations, modifying the SPP behaviour in this
area. SPPs would continue towards the apertures and decouple as usual. The out of
phase recombination of modified SPPs from the corrugations, and those initiated by the
apertures, would lead to a resonance shift in the frequency domain. However, as no sam-
ple would have been placed in the apertures, overall transmission should not be affected,
allowing strong signals to still be detected. It is unknown whether the combination of two
different SPP modes is more sensitive than a simple modification of a single SPP mode.
With the device presented above, the SPPs initiated by the single row of apertures may be
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overwhelmed by the SPPs initiated by the corrugations. Thus, if a combination of SPPs
turns out to be more sensitive, a more refined device featuring a two-dimensional array of
apertures surrounded by periodic corrugations with commensurate periods, could prove to
be an extremely sensitive device.
Chapter 7
Embedded Plasmonic Sensor
The intimate relationship between surface plasmons and the neighbouring dielectric has
been exploited for gas, chemical and biological sensing in the IR region since the late
1970s [103, 112, 204]. These arrangements typically adopt Kretschmann or Otto optical
configurations, where small changes in the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) angle can
be related back to a change in the metal-dielectric interface. Commercial products have
combined traditional SPR arrangements with microfluidic aspects [205], enabling greater
control over sample delivery, whilst improvements in optical detection methods allow an-
gular shifts of 0.0001 ◦ to be reliably detected [112]. SPR experiments fundamentally
measure a change in the refractive index of a dielectric due to binding interactions oc-
curring close to the metal surface. Ultimately, the sensitivity of the technique relies on
the spatial sampling of the surface plasmon in the dielectric layer. Greater sensitivity is
achieved when the spatial extent of the change in refractive index matches the spatial
extent of the SPP in the dielectric of interest. When refractive index changes occur very
close to the metal surface, on a distance smaller than the spatial extent of the SPP,
the sensitivity of the technique is reduced, as only a fraction of the SPP can probe the
change in refractive index [204]. This fact becomes even more important when dealing
with surface plasmon sensors in the THz regime, where SPPs are known to be loosely
coupled to the surface, often extending over many wavelengths above the surface [206]
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into the dielectric layer. As detailed in chapter 4, SPPs can be increasingly confined to
the surface by entering the so called ‘spoof’ plasmon regime, where an effective refractive
index can be engineered by decorating the metal surface with sub-wavelength structures.
The devices presented in chapters 5 and 6 featured metal surfaces structured on the scale
of ≈ λ/2, too large to be considered truly spoof (although, as discussed, no strict def-
inition as to when a material can be thought of as a ‘spoof’ surface currently exists).
The sub-wavelength nature of the features will go some way to increase confinement to
the surface however [106], opening up the possibility of plasmonic sensors at terahertz
frequencies.
7.1 Previous THz Plasmonic Sensors
The effect of a dielectric layer on the transmission properties of a metal aperture array
was first displayed in 2005 using a free standing array [136]. Here, the transmission peak
was seen to redshift as the thickness of the dielectric (polypropylene) layer was increased,
with the shift being attributed to a change in the resonant frequency of the SPP modes.
Variations in thickness as small as 50 µm could easily be detected, even with the ≈ 1
mm wavelength of the observed resonance. The authors correctly identified the fact that
as the layer was only applied to one side of the array, coupling between SPPs either side
of the array would be vastly reduced, hindering the sensitivity of the device. Similar free
standing arrays have been demonstrated elsewhere, with the detection of 1 µm changes
in polyethylene terephthalate films [197], whilst further applications have displayed the
ability to detect the difference between blank and printed paper [199]. These devices are
also found to work equally well in reflection geometry, as opposed to transmission [200].
Free standing arrays have also been used for the detection of different proteins, including
horseradish peroxidase [41] and avidin [207]. Sharper resonances in the frequency domain
ultimately allow smaller shifts to be recognised, incurred from small changes in dielectric
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constant. Work by Yoshida et al. investigated the properties of a unique metallic mesh,
whose resonance peak featured a sharp dip in the centre - an anomaly attributed to a
diffraction effect [198]. This sharp feature could be exploited for use as a SPP sensor,
however, no results are presented demonstrating this application. If the frequency of the
dip is seen to shift non-linearly with the peak frequency as the neighbouring dielectric layer
is modified, the validity of this technique is brought into question.
Metallic aperture arrays on silicon substrates allow dielectric layers to be easily applied
using spin coating techniques, as demonstrated by Han et al. using photoresist layers
[42]. Here, two resonances are observed due to SPP contributions from the metal-silicon,
and metal-photoresist interfaces. The higher frequency metal-photoresist resonance is
relatively broad, however, resonance shifts could be observed with thickness variations
of < 3 µm when using thin layers. The limitations of this technique are demonstrated
through the application of thicker layers, where no differences can be observed for the
SPP resonances between thicknesses of 173 and 293 µm. Although not concluded by the
authors, these figures may offer some information regarding the spatial extent of the SPP
into the dielectric layer; refractive index changes occurring at a distance greater than the
spatial extent of the SPP will have very little (if any) effect on the detected resonance.
Terahertz SPP sensors for gaseous samples have been theoretically described [208],
though, to date, no practical devices have been realised. There exists only one example
in the literature where an SPP sensor has been used to distinguish between liquid samples
[201]. Here, a free-standing stainless steel aperture array was placed in a standard 1 mm
thick quartz cuvette, and immersed in different isotopes of liquid methanol. Using standard
THz-TDS measurement techniques, clear differences could be observed between the SPP
resonances when different isotopes were present. Furthermore, these shifts were much
more apparent than the differences in refractive index recorded using standard transmission
THz-TDS. The often fragile nature of free-standing metal aperture arrays suggests they
may be better suited for applications in liquid sensing as opposed to the analysis of solid
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films. This single demonstration proves the viability of the technology, displaying distinct
advantages over current techniques.
7.2 THz-SPP Microfluidic Sensor
A greater understanding of SPP behaviour in two-dimensional aperture arrays was gained
from the work undertaken in chapter 6. This knowledge ultimately allowed sharp reso-
nances to be engineered in the frequency domain (figure 6.3) - a desirable feature for
sensor applications. As a proof of principle experiment, a standard copper aperture array
(160 µm x 40 µm apertures, 300 µm period) was placed in a 1 cm diameter PTFE sample
cell. A THz-TDS reference scan produced the black traces observed in figure 7.1. When
IPA was added to the sample cell, a slightly delayed, longer oscillatory temporal trace
was observed, producing a red-shift of the resonant frequency (red traces in fig. 7.1).
Emptying the cell of liquid such that only a small amount of IPA remained on the surface
of the array produced the green curve in figure 7.1b. Interestingly, this peak frequency is
identical to that observed for when the array was fully immersed, displaying the surface
sensitive nature of the technique. Fully drying the array shifted the resonance back to its
original position (blue trace in fig. 7.1b).
Even with this relatively crude arrangement, the sensitivity and robustness of the tech-
nique could be easily demonstrated. The large path length associated with the PTFE
sample cell meant that only a low absorbing sample such as IPA could be used. Ideally,
a more controlled arrangement featuring a much reduced path length would allow for
optically dense samples, such as water, to be analysed. Ultimately, a device featuring a
combination of the microfluidic work presented in chapter 3, with the SPP sensor capa-
bilities displayed above, would create an immensely sensitive, versatile device. Not only
could such a device be used to distinguish between samples, but it could be used to de-
tect real-time binding events on a functionalised surface, interrogated on a pico-second
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Figure 7.1: a) Temporal waveforms for the array reference and the array when immersed in
IPA b) Frequency domain results displaying the shift in resonance as the IPA is introduced.
When only a small amount of IPA is on the surface, the resonant frequency is the same as
the fully immersed array, displaying the surface sensitive nature of the technique. Finally,
by fully drying the array, the resonance can be switched back to that of the original
reference.
timescale.
A simple method to integrate a plasmonic sensor into the microfluidic environment
demonstrated in chapter 3 would be to lithographically define an aperture array on the
blank silicon wafer used to seal the chamber. This solution would suffer from poor sensi-
tivity due to the reduced coupling of SPPs either side of the array from the two different
metal-dielectric interfaces. A free-standing suspended array is therefore much more de-
sirable. The design and fabrication of a free-standing metallic array contained within a
microfluidic arrangement is however, far from trivial. Suspended membranes are common
in MEMS devices, and feature in a variety of applications [84]. Any technique adopted here
would have to leave a region of silicon on which to bond a further chamber over the top of
a suspended membrane. An initial design was devised, which utilised a silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) wafer, as detailed in the following section.
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7.2.1 SOI Device Design
An initial design for an embedded device involved the use of an SOI wafer, as depicted
in figure 7.2. The design of the device hinged upon the use of a 15 µm thick, p+
boron doped silicon layer. Boron is commonly implanted into silicon to act as an etch
stop for KOH etches [209]. To begin, the aperture array is created in the device layer
using an RIE vertical etching of silicon (fig. 7.2b). The buried oxide is subsequently
undercut using a buffered HF etch (fig. 7.2c), after which a KOH etch is used to create a
chamber underneath the doped layer, effectively suspending the membrane (fig. 7.2d). By
bonding a further chamber over the top of the device, a suspended array in a microfluidic
environment could be realised (fig. 7.2e).
Figure 7.2: Initial fabrication process for the embedded device using an SOI wafer
In this design, the p+ device layer would not only act as an etch stop (such that it
would not etch when etching the chamber in KOH), but the high doping density (1×1020
- 3×1019 cm−3, 0.001 - 0.003 Ωcm) would result in metallic like behaviour at terahertz
frequencies, allowing SPP modes to be established [40]. A further advantage of this design
is that boron doped silicon exhibits tensile stress [210], such that the released membrane
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would pull itself tight, reducing the risk of membrane stiction.
To begin the fabrication, a gas chemistry had to be found which resulted in vertical
etching of silicon in a standard RIE, to enable the creation of the aperture array. Typically,
deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) by either cryogenic [211] or Bosch [212] techniques
are employed for this process. Using fluorine based plasmas, and carefully controlled
gas chemistries, deep vertical etching of silicon can be achieved using a standard RIE
(often called the ‘black-silicon’ method) [213–217]. With factors such as pressure, power,
temperature, feature size, mask material, length of etch, exposed area, platter type,
position on stage, doping level and chamber contamination all playing a role, a range of
controlled experiments was undertaken to find desirable parameters. Prior to each etch,
a chamber clean was undertaken with the following parameters: 100 sccm O2, 5 sccm
CF4, 600 mTorr, 400 W, PE mode, 10 minutes. Parameters for the O2 and SF6 flow
rates, pressure and power were initially chosen with guidance from the work of Jensen
et al. [218]. Initial conditions of 200 mTorr, 160 W, 11.5 sccm O2, 12 sccm SF6, 20
◦C, graphite platter for 15 minutes, produced the etch profile in figure 7.3a. Although a
substantial etch depth was achieved, significant undercutting of the mask was observed,
along with a very rough surface profile. Through a combination of increasing O2 flow
rate, decreasing the power and reducing the temperature, deep, almost vertical trenches
with smooth side walls and little undercut was eventually achieved (fig. 7.3d).
After developing the deep etching method, the remainder of the fabrication process
could be trialled. It was soon discovered the process suffered from many unforeseen
problems. The HF etch of the buried oxide took 24 hours to complete due to the relatively
large distances between the apertures. In this time, bubble formation on the surface of
the silicon device layer caused a ‘pitting’ of the surface, a factor which would become a
major issue in the final bonding step. When undertaking the KOH etch of the chamber,
a more evident problem arose from the fact that the device layer was found to etch at a
substantial rate, as displayed in figure 7.4, where an etch ratio of 1:3 was observed for the
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Figure 7.3: Selected SEM images of results from RIE etching of silicon with the following
conditions a) 200 mTorr, 160 W, 11.5 sccm O2, 12 sccm SF6, 20 ◦C, 15 mins. Figures
b) to d) varied from a) using: b) 11.5 sccm O2, c) 14.75 sccm O2, 100 W and d) 13
sccm O2, 87 W, 5◦C table temperature.
doped, to undoped wafer. It was initially thought that the choice of an oxide mask may
have have been to blame, with the boron dopant being driven into the oxide layer during
the oxidation process, as detailed in [219]. The same effect however was observed when
an un-oxidised wafer was placed in the KOH, with similar etch rates being observed. It
was later discovered that for boron doping to act as a substantial etch stop (etch ratios
in excess of 1:10), the doping density needs to be greater than 1×1020 cm−3 [220]. The
tolerance on a wafer used here was quoted as 0.001 - 0.003 Ωcm, corresponding to a
doping density of 1×1020-3×1019 cm−3, lower than that required for an effective etch
stop. For this reason, a gold electroplated mask was used to protect the device layer.
This mask introduced further problems from the fact that the silicon was attacked during
the HF etch - thought to be due to a galvanic reaction [221].
A much simpler approach was then adopted. As the etch ratio of the device layer was
found to be substantial, a KOH etch was used to create the aperture array using an oxide
mask. Buffered HF was used to release the membrane, after which the device was spin
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Figure 7.4: SEM image displaying a 1:3 etch ratio for the doped device layer to the handle
wafer.
coated with photoresist, and exposed through a light field mask, such that resist remained
at the bottom of the apertures. After evaporating a 100 nm layer of gold, a lift-off process
removed any gold which had been deposited on top of the resist. This lift-off process was
then repeated for a gold electro-plating step, designed to protect the front of the device
layer during the KOH etch for the chamber (fig. 7.5a).
A large proportion of the etched chamber featured highly non-uniform etch character-
istics, as displayed in figure 7.5c. Large area suspended membranes 8 µm thick could be
created (fig. 7.5d), with the membrane visibly pulling itself tight when any liquid placed
on the array was dried off. If the device layer was etched too thin, the membrane would
eventually fracture, setting a limit to the membrane dimensions which could be achieved.
Surface roughness was a major issue, and ultimately the stalling point of this design. The
gold plated layer suffered pinhole defects, occurring from the ‘pitting’ of the silicon surface
during the HF release. With no other route to undercutting the array through etching the
oxide, an alternative design was adopted.
One final question was also raised over the THz-TDS results obtained when a sus-
pended array was placed in the beam. No evidence of SPP activity was observed for
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Figure 7.5: SEM images displaying a) Plated gold mask protecting the front of the device
layer during the KOH etch of the chamber. b) Aperture with uniform etch of chamber
underneath. c) Non-uniform etch of chamber underneath aperture. d) Large area view of
the suspended membrane.
the semiconductor array, unlike previous results in the literature featuring similar doping
densities and aperture dimensions [40, 135]. The only major difference was the choice
of semiconductor; the array displayed above used p-type silicon, whilst all aperture array
results in the literature use n-type. P-type materials have been used to demonstrate THz
SPPs for the case of a sub-wavelength slit flanked by periodic corrugations [222]. How-
ever, with no evidence in the literature, this raises the interesting question as to whether
p-type silicon aperture arrays can be used to observe SPPs in the terahertz region.
7.2.2 Revised Device Design
Following the failings of the initial SOI design, a different approach was adopted using
a sacrificial device layer on an SOI wafer. To begin the process, a standard SOI wafer
featuring a 500 µm thick resistive silicon handle, a 40 µm thick resistive silicon device
layer and a 500 nm buried oxide, was oxidised to provide a 500 nm mask layer. A 1
cm2 square region was etched in the oxide layer in the centre of the wafer using an RIE
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Figure 7.6: Fabrication process for the embedded device using a sacrificial device layer on
an SOI wafer, allowing a suspended metallic array to be created.
etch (fig. 7.6b). A 10 nm seed layer of chromium and a 60 nm layer of gold were then
evaporated onto the wafer, after which the three layer resist process detailed in section
6.2 was carried out. A 20 µm thick copper foil was then electroformed around the resist,
producing a metallic aperture array of 4 mm2 (fig. 7.6c). After removing the resist in
acetone, and etching the gold (I2:KI:H2O, 1:4:40) and chromium (HCl) seed layers (fig.
7.6e), the exposed silicon region underneath the array was etched using an isotropic XeF2
etch. The buried oxide acted as an etch stop in the vertical direction, allowing a chamber
with a flat bottom to be produced. The etch was carried out until the horizontal undercut
ensured no vertical pillars remained masked underneath the array (fig. 7.7). The device
was then placed in KOH to remove any remaining silicon, producing a fully suspended
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metallic aperture array (fig. 7.8a), above which a further chamber could be bonded to
encapsulate the sensor (fig. 7.6f).
By electroforming a relatively thick copper array, little to no deflection could be ob-
served from capillary forces acting on the suspended membrane when immersed in IPA.
Once bonded, the fully encapsulated nature of the device would ensure any such forces
would act equally either side of the array, ruling out membrane stiction as a potential
problem. This was confirmed by taking a cross-section of the device (fig. 7.7b). Bonding
of the device was completed using a hand alignment step, with a successful bond being
verified using an infrared camera (fig. 7.8b).
Figure 7.7: a) SEM image of device cross-section displaying a copper array not fully
released by XeF2 etch. b) SEM image of device cross-section showing the fully released,
embedded copper array, where no signs of membrane stiction can be observed.
Figure 7.8: a) Photograph of a fully suspended copper aperture array on an SOI wafer. b)
Photograph of the IR camera image used for inspecting the wafer bond. The embedded
copper array is clearly visible in the centre of the larger area top chamber.
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7.3 Results
The success of this device hinged on two key aspects - absolute transmission and a strong
plasmonic resonance. The results presented in section 3.3 demonstrated the reduction
in transmission associated with using a silicon based device. Here, an extra reduction
in transmission could be expected from the presence of the sub-wavelength aperture ar-
ray. Furthermore, the temporal properties of multiple interface reflections, both from
non-resonant direct transmission and resonant SPP transmission, were another potential
problem. It was unknown whether a coherent temporal oscillation from SPP transmission
could be observed, given the potential for destructive temporal interference.
7.3.1 Empty Chamber Reference
The device was positioned with the copper aperture array at the focus of the THz-TDS
system. A long temporal scan (80 ps) was taken, revealing the temporal properties of the
device (fig. 7.9a). Overall transmission of ≈ 4 % was achieved compared to a free space
reference, allowing a strong signal to be detected, well above the background noise of the
system. Temporal activity could be observed as far out as 65 ps in time, as a result of
strong Fresnel reflections at each air-silicon boundary. SPP transmission, characterised by
distinct, periodic temporal oscillations could be easily recognised (regions 2, 3 and 4 in fig.
7.9a), each preceded by non-resonant, direct transmission. A Fourier transform of the
complete temporal trace (fig. 7.9b) produced a distinct peak in the frequency domain at
0.8 THz, related to the enhanced transmission through the array. A range of other peaks
were also clearly evident, arising from artefacts in the FFT due to the non-periodic nature
of the multiple pulses. By windowing the FFT, selecting just the first 12 ps of the scan,
conventional transmission properties of the aperture array could be easily identified, with
a pronounced peak at 0.8 THz, followed by broadband transmission at higher frequencies
from direct transmission through the aperture array (fig. 7.9c). Although windowing the
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temporal traces allows for adequate FFTs to be obtained, a more thorough approach may
look to utilise wavelet transforms [223,224] or spectrochronography [225].
Figure 7.9: a) Time domain reference scan of empty device. Distinct SPP resonances
can be observed in the highlighted areas 2, 3, and 4. b) FFT of complete time domain
trace with evident FFT artifacts. c) FFT of region 0 - 12 ps displaying conventional
transmission properties of a free standing array.
The position of the transmission peak (0.8 THz) matches that achieved using a free
standing array with the same aperture dimensions, as shown in figure 6.3. This identical
frequency response demonstrates two important facts about the embedded array. Firstly,
it can be concluded the array does not suffer from stiction issues and is not in contact
with the silicon chamber. Any contact, however intimate, would result in a redshift of the
expected resonance. Secondly, it can be assumed that the spatial extent of the surface
plasmons is less than 50 µm, the depth of the chamber either side of the array. If the
surface plasmons were to extend into the silicon substrate, a different frequency response
would be expected, resulting from the plasmons sensing an air-silicon dielectric medium.
The introduction of fluid into the chamber would undoubtedly drastically alter both the
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temporal response of the SPP transmission and the multiple boundary reflections, making
the temporal waveform beyond 15 ps extremely complicated, changing unpredictably each
time a different fluid was introduced. From an experimental perspective, it was decided
that for the proof of concept experiments, only the first 12 ps of temporal information
would be recorded. This region displays the highest intensity SPP resonance, with the
greatest temporal window before a successive reflection appears.
7.3.2 IPA-H2O Series
To test the sensitivity of the device in a fluidic environment, an IPA-H2O series was
analysed. A 2 µm step size (0.013 ps) and 100 averages allowed detailed time-domain
traces to be recorded. After taking a chamber reference, samples were pumped through
the device in turn, each sample differing by 20 % IPA concentration. The time-domain
results are displayed in figure 7.10.
The empty chamber reference clearly shows a single cycle main pulse arising from
broadband non-resonant transmission, followed by a decaying temporal oscillation resulting
from successive SPP transmission. When IPA is introduced into the chamber, three
characteristic changes can be observed: the main pulse is delayed with respect to the
reference due to the higher refractive index of IPA over air, a reduction in signal is observed
due to dielectric losses in the liquid, and the temporal oscillations following the main pulse
occur on a much longer timescale. As the water content is increased, these effects become
much more pronounced, with a distinct broadening and reduction in intensity of both the
primary pulse and SPP oscillations. The 100 µm chamber depth used for this device is
close to the maximum limit if water is to be analysed, due to the low intensity signals
which were detected. Furthermore, the 100 µm path length means, unlike the device
presented in chapter 3, the benefits of improved refractive index matching when using IPA
do not outweigh the absorptions from transmission through the sample, hence a decrease
in signal intensity is observed.
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Figure 7.10: Temporal waveform showing the evolution of the plasmonic activity as water
concentration is increased.
By taking Fourier transforms of the data, the device sensitivity is clearly displayed, with
a distinct redshift of the observed SPP resonance as water concentration is increased (fig.
7.11).
Such a frequency shift can be clearly understood by analysing equation 4.18, λpeak =
L/
√
(i2 + j2)
√
d . Here L is the period of the array, i and j are the mode orders (1
and 0 respectively in the case of the fundamental mode exploited here) and d is the
dielectric constant of the fluid. By plotting the observed peak frequency as a function of
IPA concentration, fits can be made to the data, calculating the expected peak position
from the dielectric properties (refractive index) of the liquid (fig. 7.12). The dielectric
information was extracted separately using results from chapter 3, along with previously
published literature [16,226].
The observed peak frequencies can be seen to redshift 0.24 THz over the IPA-H2O
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Figure 7.11: Fourier transforms of the time domain data displayed in fig. 7.10. One can
clearly see the redshift in the peak frequency as the water content is increased.
series, from 0.52 to 0.28 THz as the refractive index of the fluid is increased. Fitting
theoretical traces to this data requires a number of decisions to be made relating to which
specific frequency the dielectric information is taken at. Although the periodicity of the
device is 300 µm, corresponding to an expected resonance at 1 THz, the observed reso-
nance is 0.8 THz. As it is the strict periodicity of the array which defines the excitation
frequency of the SPPs, dielectric properties will be calculated at the frequency corre-
sponding to the array periodicity, i.e. 1 THz. Calculating the predicted peak position from
the 1 THz dielectric data produces the red curve in figure 7.12, which follows the overall
shape, but resides above the recorded data. By shifting this curve down by 0.2 THz,
the difference between the theoretical and observed peak positions of the array, the green
curve is produced, providing a reasonable fit to the data. Justification for this shift can
be given as follows: Although the frequency response of the array produces a peak at 0.8
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THz, the periodicity of the apertures excites SPPs at 1 THz. This excitation frequency
dictates the frequency at which the dielectric information should be calculated. As the
array resonance is observed at 0.8 THz, not 1 THz, the calculated peak positions cannot
be expected to fit unless shifted by the difference between the theoretical and observed
resonances.
Figure 7.12: Plot of observed peak position as a function of IPA concentration. The
two dotted traces corresponds to the expected position of the peaks calculated using the
dielectric data of the SPPs at 1 THz (the SPP excitation frequency). The red trace shows
the positions for a 1 THz array resonance, whilst the green trace shows the expected peak
positions shifted for the 0.8 THz array resonance peak actually observed.
The green trace produced in figure 7.12 clearly follows the shape of the data. An
ideal fit to the data cannot be expected due to the discrepancies between the theoreti-
cal and observed resonances of the bare array, ultimately dictating the degree by which
the data should be shifted. Theoretical discrepancies lie in the approximations made to
arrive at equation 4.18, namely the lack of consideration given to aperture dimensions,
array thickness, the dielectric properties of the metal and diffraction effects. Physical
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discrepancies, argued from a time-of-flight perspective, arise due to the various distances
between apertures, the finite velocity of the plasmons, and the unknown processes by
which SPPs couple and recouple. Ultimately, despite knowledge of the aforementioned
unknowns, the device has clearly demonstrated the ability to sense changes in a neigh-
bouring dielectric through modifying the SPP resonance. As highlighted with analysis of
similar devices [201], an improved quantitative model must be devised before the device
can be used to identify materials based on the observed redshift of the SPP resonance.
As a measure of the sensitivity of the device, a metric calculating the observed reso-
nance shift (∆fobs) divided by the change in refractive index of the fluids causing the shift
(∆n), was adopted, as per reference [201]:
Sensitiv ity = ∆fobs/∆n (7.1)
Calculating these values from the array reference resonance frequency produced the results
presented in figure 7.13. The calculated sensitivity demonstrates the device to be most
sensitive when dealing with fluids with small refractive indices, with sensitivity residing
around 0.54 THz/RIU. As the refractive index of the solution increases, the sensitivity
can be seen to decrease - demonstrated by the smaller differences between the observed
peak frequencies as IPA the content was decreased (fig. 7.12). A greater sensitivity is
achieved with our embedded device when compared to the only other similar device in the
literature [201], where a sensitivity of 0.40 THz/RIU was demonstrated.
Ultimately, the plasmonic device offers many distinct benefits over the simple device
presented in chapter 3. The results of the plasmonic device are decoupled from the thick-
ness of the chamber, with the frequency response of the device relying only on the intimate
relationship between the surface plasmons and the neighbouring dielectric. Furthermore,
as the device analyses frequency shifts, it is no longer susceptible to laser fluctuations
(intensity drop-off), a factor which often hampers traditional THz-TDS experiments.
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Figure 7.13: Sensitivity of the device calculated using equation 7.1, as used in [201].
Chapter 8
Conclusions
The unique benefits of THz-TDS have seen it rapidly become a commonplace tool in
academic research and industry. Besides the inherently useful broadband nature of the
technique, the access to temporal information can itself be exploited to give a greater
understanding of underlying physical mechanisms. There are however, many fundamen-
tal problems associated with the technique, the most prominent of which is the strong
absorptions which occur when analysing aqueous samples. Whilst higher power sources
can be used to circumvent this problem (e.g. THz QCLs), the temporal and broadband
aspects of the TDS systems are lost. As the wavelength scales associated with THz radi-
ation are commensurate with the dimensions commonly used with bulk microfabrication
techniques, devices can be fabricated which are structured on the same length scale as the
radiation. This thesis has sought to exploit existing microfabrication techniques to create
devices which provide a direct solution to the problems associated with THz-TDS. This
confluence of technologies has enabled a variety of microfluidic and plasmonic devices
to be fabricated and tested, culminating in a plasmonic sensor with a range of potential
applications.
Working between the electrical and optical regimes of the EM spectrum, in itself, pro-
vides many challenges, mostly involving the generation of coherent sources of radiation.
Chapter 2 explored the current technology used to both generate and detect coherent
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sources of THz radiation, concentrating on the THz-TDS arrangement utilised in this
thesis. Working in the time-domain provides a further set of challenges, specifically when
accurate spectroscopic information is required. Basic data extraction techniques were
outlined, demonstrating how dielectric information can be extracted from temporal wave-
forms, without the need for Kramers-Kronig relationships. A more thorough derivation
was given for data extraction techniques involving sub-wavelength, dielectric filled cavi-
ties, where Fabry-Pérot effects must be taken into consideration. Finally, a data extraction
algorithm was detailed, demonstrating how more accurate data can be yielded through
defining and minimising an error function.
Chapter 3 documented the design, fabrication and testing of a microfluidic device
for THz frequencies, fabricated from silicon - a material inherently transparent to THz
radiation. Ultimately, this device hinged on the idea that by minimising the optical path
length through a fluidic sample, a strong signal could be detected after direct transmission.
Exploiting a range of lithographic, chemical etching and wafer bonding processes, a mi-
crofluidic sample cell was fabricated solely out of silicon. These processes, in conjunction
with a variety of surface profiling techniques, enabled cavities to be etched and measured
to sub-micron tolerances - an important factor for extracting accurate dielectric data.
The design enabled samples to be pumped through the device, in turn, negating align-
ment discrepancies when interchanging samples. A 50 µm chamber depth proved ideal,
with refractive index matching increasing transmission when using low loss dielectrics,
whilst allowing strong signals to be detected when using liquid water. Accurate dielectric
properties of a range of samples were extracted using the algorithms and considerations
outlined in chapter 2. Ultimately, this device provides the necessary means to analyse
aqueous solutions in a standard THz-TDS arrangement, enabling a myriad of biological
studies to be undertaken.
A detailed background to surface plasmon polaritons was presented in chapter 4, pro-
viding formal definitions, details of their dispersion relations and the implications for their
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excitation at optical frequencies. The phenomenon of extraordinary optical transmission
was then introduced, detailing the historical experimental discovery of this interesting
anomaly. The remaining section of the chapter concentrated on surface modes at THz
frequencies, outlining the nuances and boundaries between different surface modes, along
with the idea of ‘spoof’ SPPs, generated by surfaces structured on a sub-wavelength
scale. This review was evidently necessary, given the confusion and lack of clarity in the
literature. The chapter was concluded by presenting the underlying physics surround-
ing EOT observed using two-dimensional arrays of sub-wavelength apertures, prior to a
comprehensive literature review of the work previously undertaken on the topic.
Chapter 5 looked to build upon the physics and theories presented in the chapter 4,
by exploiting SPPs to increase transmission through a sub-wavelength aperture for THz
near-field imaging. Plasmonic apertures ultimately allow greater transmission through
ever-decreasing apertures diameters, increasing spatial resolution for near-field imaging
applications. Plasmonic ‘bulls-eye’ apertures were created using the negative photoresist
SU-8, flanking a single, sub-wavelength aperture with periodic corrugations. By match-
ing the period of the corrugations to the wavelength of the THz QCL source, EOT was
clearly observed, demonstrated by line scans of the intensity profile of radiation exiting
the aperture. However, the presence of high intensity side lobes, thought to originate
from the decoupling of SPPs on the exit facet of the aperture, acted as further point
sources, ultimately limiting the achievable spatial resolution for imaging applications. By
planarising the existing apertures with a further layer of SU-8, even greater transmission
was achieved, with no sacrifice to beam quality. As a proof of concept imaging experi-
ment, inhomogeneous mixtures of an amorphous polymer pharmaceutical tablet coating,
and crystalline drug samples, were raster scanned in the near-field of the aperture. The
intensity variations detected in the far-field related to the absorption differences between
the amorphous and crystalline domains - not detectable using optical microscopy. The use
of sub-wavelength apertures allowed these compositional variations to be imaged with a
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greater spatial resolution than that classically achievable with the wavelength of the QCL
source.
The work documented in chapter 6, investigated the effects of aperture dimensions
on the transmission properties of two-dimensional sub-wavelength aperture arrays at THz
frequencies. This thorough experimental work led to the development of a time-of-flight
theory, explaining the transmission properties of these structures. The qualitative model
can be used to explain the combined effects of varying aperture width, length, orientation,
area and aspect ratio, such that extremely sharp resonances can be engineered in the
frequency domain. Much of this work is owed to the exceptional transmission properties
of free standing electroformed copper arrays, where distinct temporal oscillations were
observed with relative ease. This fabrication process ultimately allowed the creation of
hybrid structures, combining the aperture arrays with the surface plasmon techniques of
chapter 5, to demonstrate ‘super’ EOT.
The culmination of this thesis, in chapter 7, combined the microfluidic technology
developed in chapter 3, with the highly resonant surface plasmon structures presented in
chapter 6. This device exploited the innate dependence of the surface plasmons to the
metal-dielectric interface, for use as a sensor. A free-standing copper aperture array was
embedded inside a microfluidic cell. Clear, coherent temporal oscillations could be detected
when the device was placed in a standard THz-TDS system, leading to a pronounced peak
in the frequency domain. By introducing the a range of fluids into the device, the change
in the metal-dielectric interface induced a change in the amplitude and period of the
temporal oscillations, redshifting the resonant peak in the frequency domain in relation to
the refractive index of the fluid. This plasmonic sensor demonstrates how microfabrication
can be successfully exploited to create devices for THz applications, encompassing a range
of technologies - from fluidics to plasmons, all on a sub-wavelength scale.
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8.1 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has opened up a variety of exciting research avenues.
Future work could not only seek to utilise the microfluidic devices for spectroscopic studies,
but also begin to probe the fundamental properties of surface plasmons at terahertz
frequencies, through further experiments with the copper aperture arrays. The microfluidic
devices presented in chapters 3 and 7 differ greatly in their operation, however the short
optical path lengths allow a range of spectroscopic investigations to be undertaken. The
simple microfluidic cell provides a means to assist studies of dynamics and hydration in
biological systems, [8–11], as strong terahertz signals can be detected after interaction
with aqueous solutions. The inclusion of mixing chambers in the device would allow
for greater fluidic control, which, when used in conjunction with a fast optical delay
line, would allow kinetic induced terahertz absorption (KITA) style experiments to be
undertaken [227]. Further work into the underlying structure and dynamics of liquid
water [12, 19, 24] will also be possible with this device. The creation of a ‘nanofluidic’
device, by defining a chamber in a SiO2 layer, as opposed to silicon, would allow for
experimental testing of the dynamical models currently proposed for polar mixtures under
nanoconfinement [228].
Whilst silicon is transparent to terahertz radiation, the strong Fresnel reflections oc-
curring at each silicon-air interface reduce the achievable transmission through the mi-
crofluidic device. The inclusion of broadband anti-reflective structures on the outer silicon
surfaces [82, 229] would allow even stronger signals to be detected than those demon-
strated in this thesis. An even simpler approach could even take the form of a refractive
index matching material, where the application of Scotch tape may provide distinct bene-
fits [230]. Silicon is often used as a platform for the attachment of monolayers of organic
materials [231–234]. By exploiting these techniques, enzyme catalysis monitoring ex-
periments, similar to the work presented in [235] could be undertaken, where standard
THz-TDS arrangements could be used instead of the lower frequency vector network
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analysers demonstrated previously. These experiments fundamentally rely on the ability
to monitor monolayer binding events on a functionalised surface. Whilst it is unknown
whether traditional transmission THz-TDS spectroscopy would be able to distinguish be-
tween the dominant aqueous environment, and a change in refractive index caused by a
surface binding event, such experiments would have a greater chance of success using the
plasmonic device presented in chapter 7. Here, experiments would resemble traditional
infrared SPR experiments, where mono-molecular binding events could be monitored in
real-time by observing a shift in the plasmonic resonance in the frequency domain.
The study of SPP modes excited on copper aperture arrays presented in chapter 6,
revealed a great deal of information about the temporal properties of these surface states.
Further work needs to be undertaken to understand the microscopic processes involved
with decoupling events [236], and how these modes vary as a function of array thickness
and incidence angle. More fundamentally however, there is a great deal of work which
can be done to probe SPP lifetime, velocity and confinement.
The velocity and confinement of SPPs could be investigated using an arrangement
displayed in figure 8.1. This arrangement is similar to that used in reference [206], however,
periodic corrugations fabricated using the double plating technique (section 6.6), would
be used for the SPP coupling and decoupling mechanism as opposed to the inefficient
knife-edge launch mechanisms used previously (where coupling efficiency is ≈1 % in the
infra-red region [36,237]).
By decorating the central region, using complimentary sub-wavelength, periodic pits
or dimples for example (as in fig. 8.2), the confinement, and ultimately the velocity of the
SPPs will be varied. A quantitative measure of the velocity of the SPPs could be taken
from the temporal waveforms, whilst the perpendicular confinement could be measured
using a metallic knife-edge to act as a cut-off, blocking any propagating modes extending
above a certain distance from the metal surface. The extent of the spatial confinement
could then be measured as a function of the dimensions of the surface modifications. A
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Figure 8.1: Possible optical arrangement to investigate the velocity and confinement of
surface plasmons. Periodic corrugations initiate the SPPs which travel across the central
region. By decorating this region with sub-wavelength periodic pits, or dimples, the velocity
and the confinement of the surface plasmons can be varied. A further series of periodic
corrugations will lead to decoupling of the SPP modes into free space radiation, allowing
for detection.
measure of SPP lifetime, and equally coupling (and decoupling) efficiency could also be
gained by varying the number of features in the central region; more features would ulti-
mately lead to an increase in confinement (leading to greater ohmic losses), and increased
decoupling (through diffraction), with both factors leading to shorter SPP lifetimes. Hav-
ing a greater understanding of SPP confinement would allow for the development of much
more sensitive SPP devices.
Further experiments could also be conducted to probe the fundamentals of the ‘spoof’
SPP model, by observing at what length scale sub-wavelength features begin to change
the spatial confinement (and velocity) of the SPP modes. Increasing the confinement of
SPP modes ultimately acts to increase the sensitivity of any plasmonic device exploited
for sensor applications. If the length scales of these structures prove to be extremely sub-
wavelength, i.e. < 1 µm, a different fabrication approach must be taken due the limits
of standard, university-based lithographic processing. One possible process would look to
fabricate aperture arrays from nanoporous nickel [238]. This electrochemical dealloying
process can be used to create three-dimensional networks of interconnected pores, the
dimensions of which are governed by the electric potential used in the electrochemical
deposition process. By varying the dimensions of the pores, the confinement of any
SPP modes could be varied, and tuned accordingly, ultimately allowing for more sensitive
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Figure 8.2: SEM images of complimentary periodic structures which could be used as a
possible means to investigate the confinement and velocity of SPPs.
devices.
One final, intriguing experiment could be used to settle the long running debate as to
whether a surface EM mode can be excited on liquid water [239,240]. Previous approaches
have adopted a standard knife edge cut-off to attempt to couple to these modes. A novel
suggestion would be to replace a copper foil, with water structured in the same manner.
This could be achieved by fabricating a silicon chamber, structured with a periodic array of
pillars. By ensuring the chamber is deep enough to block any direct transmission, the only
transmission which could occur is through the ‘apertures’ in the liquid (through the silicon
pillars), from a resonant SPP-like contribution sustained on the surface of the liquid. Such
transmission would manifest itself as a decaying temporal oscillation, as typically observed
for the metallic aperture arrays. If resonant transmission was found to occur, it could be
exploited for sensor applications, assuming the temporal characteristics of the transmission
process are dictated by the dielectric properties of the liquid.
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